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Roziere Helium Airship

Ross Wood e-mailed, “My oldest son, Tyson, was in Florida, at Kermit Weeks, Museum. Out in the back yard he saw these two
K cars and took a photo. He was the only guy around who even knew what they were. Apparently Weeks acquired them some
time ago and plans on restoring them someday.” ( Ed. has not heard any reports of progress on the third car, inside out of sight.)
Below: Happier days for the K-type, an exercise operating out of Cuba.
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EDITORIAL

R.G. Van Treuren, Box 700, Edgewater, FL 32132-0700, rgvant@juno.com
“May you live in interesting times” not as much a
Chinese curse but rather the roller-coaster reality of
our airship world these days. Happily we had a demo
maritime patrol (page 18), and it’s certainly a great time
to be an NAA member, with our news magazine packed
with original reporting, illustration, controversy and
interesting LTA-related material.

For many, helium-lifting-petroleum-fuel is the
pinnacle of the airship art, lessons of the Graf Zeppelin
quietly ignored. If that barrier is actually the ultimate
achievement, there will never be a better time to
demonstrate its possible profitability than right now.
As I pointed out to now leg-up HAV, a record cold
winter found natural gas prices (up over 50% early
on) supporting pumping even the most unprofitable
wells to beyond the distribution pipeline’s capacity,
those rare Texas wells with meaningful helium content
included. This spring we’ll have the biggest bubble of
helium available since “fracking” helped decimate NG
prices and the first helium shortages were reported.
And, helium’s price will never be lower; as you’ll read in
“Helium Roundup” our politicians voted to keep “giving
it away,” encouraging the comical wisdom of rapid
consumption now, before it’s all used up! Damnation,
even OPEC prices are somewhat being kept in check by
various taxpayer-raping schemes, including paying more
for less energy. So if by employing a lifting body shape,
or heating the lifting gas to bridge the gap to dynamic
lift, or even perfecting Solomon Andrews’ center of
buoyancy shift, if you are going to make money with
some variation of a helium balloon lifting first itself,
then petroleum fuel, and finally some payload, your
demo window is wide open today. Make it happen.

Last November, NASA’s Ames Research Center
at Moffett Field issued a pre-solicitation notice
(NNA08BC43C36) “for providing engineering research
services for its lessons learned airship study for the Rigid
Aeroshell Variable Buoyancy (RAV-B) airship. This
award will be valued at up to $100,000.” That means the
Aeros “Dragon Dream,” of course, and some observers
thought it just another way to pay the same contractor.
Had it been Gov’t-savvy our team could have easily won
that contract, but instead NASA gets this research for
just a $25 membership – if they take time to join and
read it. This magazine will devote much discussion to
that and other hybrids, as well as the entire buoyancy
control “wish list” which has had the realistic possibility
of heating helium toward its top ever since the days of
the LZ-130. (See “Cover Story.”)
Ironically Ames/
Moffett just might have snapped out of its LTA funk by
finally getting with Google (see “Shore Establishments”).
Potential saviors should also read Mark Lutz’s research
piece therein.

Our peaks and valleys reflected in the media this past
quarter, with the first evidence that our historical team’s
modern-attention-span-savvy history papers on our
NAA website paid dividends. On the heavy-g’s part of
the loop we saw some more published “gospel” that LTA
pilots weren’t considered “real” pilots, had to wear halfwings, etc. Remember the famous photo of “US NAVY
L-4” painted over “Goodyear Lifeguard Tires” while its
entire crew is raising their right hand to be sworn in? It’s
possible someone worked up from line handler to blimp
pilot. Fact is most LTA pilots went through the preflight schools and were assigned LTA thereafter. Many
left LTA for HTA later, our own CAPT Eppes as an
example. We have about as much chance of correcting
that popular “real pilots” misconception as we do of
convincing people the Hindenburg didn’t explode. Let’s
do it.
– Richard G. Van Treuren

We are again blessed with a Van Dyk original for
our centerspread. With that LEMV poised for its next
phase, I recently felt motivated to write an open letter
to Hybrid Air Vehicles of the UK, reminding them of
their most completely unique airship opportunity since
the postwar days of Douglas Leigh. The N-G/HAV
team may never receive the atta-boy they deserve for
developing an entirely new aerospace vehicle in such a
short time under our convoluted Gov’t system amid such
obtuse conditions. Good or bad, I urged them to not let
that effort be wasted as they face what will certainly be
horrendous challenges from this point forward. I felt the
long suffering American taxpayer deserves to see their
hundreds of millions turned into a viable cargo aircraft
prototype which could at least be tested and perfected
until orders are placed.
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View From The Top: PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
As I write this the 2014 Reunion/Conference is still
a few months away and plans are proceeding to make
this a wonderful event. The Naval War College tours
of their museum and war college facilities will be very
informative and enlightening. We also have a good
assortment of other activities to highlight Newport
and surrounding environs. Newport and Narragansett
Bay have a huge Navy history dating back to before
the Revolutionary War, testing the docking of the rigid
airships to ships, WW II activities at NAS Quonset
Point (nice small aviation museum there) and the
torpedo test facility, both involving airships. For those
that want to visit Newport, there are numerous tours of
the opulent mansions, shopping in the downtown area
as well as other activities to keep everyone happy and
busy. Our Reunion banquet will be held on Friday, 16
May and will be preceded by a general business meeting
where the nominating committee will make their
recommendations for the NAA leadership for the time
leading up to the next Reunion/Conference. We will also
begin planning for the next Reunion/Conference and
welcome any suggestions regarding time and locations.
Your Executive Committee will consider all times and
venues in their discussions.

renewals for various reasons. Yet I am happy to report
five years down the road that we continue to sign up new
members, not yet enough to offset the losses through
death, but we are progressing. This needs to be a goal
for each and every one of us, GET NEW MEMBERS.
When you are done reading The Noon Balloon, donate
it to a public library or school library. It is a world class
magazine and the balance of historic articles, future
developments in LTA and shore establishment news
continues to be excellent and thorough. We have new
full color membership brochures. Take a handful, or ask
one of us for some, and pass them out at those same
libraries, local airport waiting rooms, veteran hospitals,
veteran organizations, etc. Let fellow veterans know
that we support all LTA efforts in the past and future.
Not only do we welcome Navy LTA veterans, but let’s
not forget that the US Army had an LTA section and
the US Air Force has also been experimenting in LTA.
LTA is alive and we can be a vital source of information
to its future.
Another source of exposure and membership we are
investigating is airship conferences and symposia. One
of our new members, Hal Pelta (pg. 22), has proposed
an airship conference to be held in Florida in 2015
to be hosted at a leading college or university. Hal
has extensive experience in organizing and producing
conferences and we are working closely with him on his
initial proposals. A lot will depend upon any support we
can get through co-sponsors of such an event. We would
look to international airship organizations and producers
of similar events now held in Canada and Alaska. The
NAA would not take this on without additional, outside
support. This type of event is a good way to get our
organization recognized as an important participant in
not only the rich, past history of airships, but also the
future of airships and lighter-than-air overall.

I closed out my previous message with the following:
Overall we (NAA) are in fine shape and while we have lost
many veteran members and feel their loss our membership
continues to hold steady. I believe we will have a wonderful
and exciting future and continue to do our best to support
and promote not only Navy LTA history, but also future
LTA advances around the world.
I believe that wholeheartedly. Back in May, 2009 I
attended my first Executive Council meeting in Pensacola
having been asked to chair the Membership Committee.
During a discussion on finances the comment was made,
“What difference does it make, this organization will be
gone within five years and the museum here in Pensacola
will get all the money we have left.” Naturally, my initial
reaction was, “Why am I Membership Committee
chairman?” I have heard that five year remark a couple
of times since then and would like nothing better than
prove those naysayers wrong, but our total membership
has decreased over those five years; a lot of deaths of
long-standing members and some non-membership

I, as well as the entire Executive Council, believe
we have a rich and productive future. Not only do we
serve you, but ask you to join with us in any way you
can to promote the Naval Airship Association. It’s your
organization, get involved. We are always looking for
new people to help us grow our organization.
– Fred Morin, President
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Treasurer’s Strongbox

Mort Eckhouse
John Fahey
William Gamble
Bill Gustin
Donald Geiger
Harvey Gladston
Charles Gray
Britton Goetze
Michael Hanneld
Charles Jesilionis
Nancy Klein
James Kissick
Russell Kennedy
Laurence Karadin
Virgil Klibofske
Richard Leaman
Roy Lyon
Warren Massey
Donald Maurer
Joanna Norris
Marguerite Poulid
John Punderson
Ed Priest
Paul Platt
Edward Pietrzak
T. Mark Peaslee
Walter Swistak
Chuck Sap
William Smith
Raymond J. Sacks
George Stadter
Bob Sparks
Herman Spahr
Arthur Sullivan
Rocco Varca
Salvatore Vaccenti
Steve Ulrich
Bill Wissel
Peter Urban
Kent VonFecht
James Vaughn
John Venios
Charles Weithaus
Joseph Wood
Ross Wood
W. E. Zidbeck
James Yarnell
Alfred Zulueta

Everyone! Thank
you so much
for promptly
renewing your
membership.
Thanks to those
who used Paypal.
It helps with the
bookkeeping.
Your “bios” will
be entered at a
later date.

WELCOME ABOARD!
Gordon K. McKinley, New Port Richey, FL
Daniel McMenamin, Ellington, CT
Scott Wickersham, Brandon, SD
Richard (Rick) Huntington, Mountain View, CA
William Fabrey, Sharpsville, PA
Roy Manstan, East Haddam, CT
Marc DePiolenc, Lanano Del Norte, Phillipines
Joe Nix, Toccoa, GA
Alan Kovach, Tulsa, OK
Joel Wey, Littleton, CO
Theresa Rayner, Ava, OH
Grant Whitman, Smyrna, TN
DONATIONS
We would like to thank each and everyone for their
donations and continuing support of the Naval Airship
Association.
Gene Alero
George W. Allen
Harry Benoit
Jerry Bess
Daniel B. Bowser
Jack Bernstein
David Brennan
William Crawley
Edward Cheng
Thomas Cuthbert
Phillip Dawson
Jeffrey Evans

– Peter F. Brouwer NAA Treasurer
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Pigeon Cote

new mooring mast and there were a couple at Lakehurst
and the one at So. Weymouth. I have no idea if they
could have used one of the old mooring mast. The cross
wind was right at the max for docking. A cable broke
on one of the Mules and the tail fin hit the hangar, the
other mule made his cross over and was pulling straight
into the hangar. The tractor driver jacked knifed the
mast while trying to back out and he had to pull ahead
putting the tail further into the hangar, that is when the
one mule was picked up off of its front wheels and was
being dragged backwards and was about to tip over so
they cut the cable and then the tail of the ship hit the
hangar. There was a cable whipping around for a few
seconds.

Norma Kiefer
kindly sent along
this photo of
her late husband
Robert. It’s a
much
better
photo than the
one we had to
run with his
Black
Blimp
notice last issue.
Ed
Miller
e-mailed Ross
Wood
about
his “Memorable
Flight”
article
last issue, “You
brought me back 50 plus years… I have to give you
pilots a lot more credit now in my older years, at first
I questioned to myself why you would put so much air
in the forward ballonet, but you anticipated that the tail
was going to be heavy. Great job and thank you for not
coming into our barracks.

I am sure George Allen would remember that. I was
very impressed with the action that he and whom-ever
was in the other seat, there was no way they could get
out down by the nose gear as the cabin was already on
the ground. But the side George came out of was on the
lee ward side, we could see the envelope coming down
as well as the Radar Dome, when he stopped and turned
around the Dome was right in front of him.
They put a new envelope on it and flew it back to
NJ. Talking with Commander Allen just a few years
ago, he was the Pilot on that flight. He also qualified on
choppers and became the CO of the chopper squadron
at Lakehurst next to Hangar 1. 243 sat in Hangar 1 for
several months and had been painted with a primer that
was cream colored. After the tragedy of ZW-1’s 3-W they
stopped working on 243 and it turned pink. That would
have been a site had they flown it while it was pink. I am
sorry to hear that Commander Allen is not doing well,
I sure hope that he is up to going to Newport in May.

I would say that my most memorable flight was
when we flew down to NAS Key West in 561, not as
exciting as your night time take off in a snow storm
though, we stopped over at NAS Glynco, GA and the
next day flew south, we followed the coast until Cape
Canaveral when we went in-land and followed the river,
we were stopping traffic at all of the bridges, and then
went back to the coast. We were making about 11 knots
ground until we hit Miami Beach where there were
some very interesting sites, ground speed picked up to
30 knots, the Pilot wanted to slow down. There were a
couple of Commanders on board and there were 2 pair
of binoculars, guess who had them. My first experience
landing on runways, not so much for me when we landed
but when I had to ground handle future landings.

Thank you again for the fine story, Ed Miller” Ω
Member “Torp” Toleno offered corrections: “The
photo of the first flight of ZP-1 on Page 34 has the wrong
date. It should be January 3, 1961. The name of the
squadron was not changed until after the terrible crash
on July 6, 1960. Also, Ben Fish, who is in the photo
and was my roommate in college and at Lakehurst, did
not report to Lakehurst until May, 1960. The name
of the AFB in Bermuda is wrong...It is Kindley AFB,
not McKindley. Other than those errors, another great
issue. 					
(con’t next page)

The incident at So. Weymouth... What was unusual
about this docking was that a pilot was on board for a
pressure watch. The reason was that the flight crew was
all there because they were planning on flying back to
Lakehurst until they received the weather report. I guess
another factor about flying south was that the 3-W had a
5

Past NAA VP Stephen Chalker (sdchalker@gmail.
com) e-mailed, “This is an all hands blast to you
guys and the Naval Airship Assoc. I volunteer at the
Military Aviation Museum in Virginia Beach, VA, we
have acquired a 1939 Piper Cub that we are thinking
of restoring to the configuration of NE-1 S/N: 26326,
known as “Glimpy”. “Glimpy” was dropped several
times from XM-1 in 1944. What we are looking for
specifically is the paint scheme (in the black & white
photos, it looks like the standard tricolor blue), the
markings and drawings close-up pictures of the trapeze
mount. For those of you that are not familiar with the
MAM. Check us out at www.militaryaviationmuseum.
org. We have the world’s only flying DeHavilland
Mosquito and have about 60 aircraft on display, the
majority flyable and flown. Plus, we have the Curtiss
Model D pusher replica that flew in Pensacola for the
anniversary of Naval Aviation. The previous owner flew
it from Pensacola to Va Bch! Breezey trip! Thanks for
any help you can give us.” Ω

If the association is a little short of funds, how about
raising the annual dues by $5 or $10. Who could
possible object or claim they could not afford it. An
increase of $5 would raise $2,700 and $10 would raise
more than $5,000.” Ω
Member James B. Tardy (PTRV3) e-mailed, “In
regard to the article and pictures of the K-19 airship
(Noon Balloon Winter 2013 page 9): The site is
Weeksville, NC February 1948. A snow storm caused
all of the damage. Blimp Squadron One NAS Santa
Ana, CA was moved to Weeksville, NC in August of
1947. The hangar there was occupied by Grumman
Wildcat Aircraft. So, we operated from the matt. The
early morning of February 4th, 1948 the call for ‘All
Hands On Deck’ was sounded. K-19 was moored to the
mast and Port side was on the ground, Starboard side
was already damaged. I was assigned the duty of holding
an umbrella patch on Starboard side aft. I remember I
wanted to be near the mast so I could see the action.
Also, I wondered if this would delay my separation. My
hitch was up the next day, February 5th 1948, and I left
for home. So, I never heard the details. A shipmate sent
me pictures.” Ω

Below: 1946 NA (LTA) Class photo – can former
shipmates identify anyone else? Ω
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Art VanNostrand sent along this photo of his namesake
Dad with his crew in Morroco in ‘53. Ω

Al Roth e-mailed Pete Brouwer reporting the passing
of his father, Clarence Roth (see Black Blimp): “I am
sorry to report the passing of NAA member Clarence
Roth, who died suddenly on December 6th, at age 94.
He was very proud of his service in WWII in the U.
S. Navy as Radioman 2nd Class, serving mostly at the
blimp base at Neuva Gerona, Isle of Pines, Cuba, on antisubmarine patrols. Over the past few years he looked
forward to reading the Noon Balloon, and supported
various veteran’s causes. As late as two years ago he would
still don his Navy uniform at various AmVets events. He
was able to visit the WWII memorial in Washington, a
cause he supported with generous contributions. Thank
you and NAA for promoting the benefits of LTA aircraft.

In response to an article sent to him that carried the
usual lines about LTA in ASW, member Tom Cuthbert
responded, “OK, so I flew a lot of those planes too.
However, I also flew 2000 hours, often at 50 to 1500
feet above the black Atlantic Ocean at night, to track
Russian subs. Moreover, thousands of hours were flown
in bad weather by blimps during WWII to hold down
German subs. The message:
Please do not forget the US Navy Lighter-Than-Air
pilots who flew those huge 266-foot giant airships with
deadly sub-killing weapons.” Ω

Dad made me a believer in LTA.
Al said “These two photos showing Dad on their
blimp mooring mast, and in front of the blimp car, both
have “Isle of Pines” penciled on the back. We believe
the “tropical scene” (not shown) snapshot was probably
taken in Miami, FL 1943 or 44 while he was on leave.
We believe the large photo (See “Black Blimp”) was
taken “for Mom” shortly after his basic training while
he was stationed at Lambert Airfield, in St. Louis, MO.
Dad was discharged from the Navy while serving in San
Pedro, CA, on October 27, 1945.” Ω

Our man in Pensacola Mort Eckhouse was recently
awarded a certificate for 17,000 hours of volunteer time
at the NMNA. Museum Director Bob Rasmussen, an
accomplished artist, took the unusual step of adding a
little sketch on Mort’s certificate. Ω

Former NAA President John Fahey sent along a package
that shows he’s busier than ever. The USS Midway
Museum thanked him for his excellent article on the
airship demonstration aboard the Midway in 1950.
(Fahey and crew had flown the Chief of Naval operations
and the commander in chief of the Atlantic Fleet aboard
Midway on June 26 of that year.) Some of his earlier
works are now being offered on DVD, ranging from
7

his experiences in Russia during the Cold War to his
instruction in Mnemonics. Ω

in the archives there is a genuine drawing that shows
the extent of it.

Member John Otto Jr. sent along a package he
“found when cleaning my garage.” He wrote, “I was
stationed with AT&D, NAS Lakehurst until 1963.
When decommissioning started, I rescued this material
from being dumped. Prior to that I was in the ZP-3
for one year and two years with ZW-1. Some of the
newspaper articles are not in the best shape, but still
legible.” The material included yet another version of
the Black Dog story, the ZW-1 Memorial page from
the 1960s Lakehurst remembrance book, a clipping
about the 3W deflation at NAS South Wey., and the
story about the last class of helium divers. We will be
sharing those as possible. Here is a photo of a prototype
“mule” which, if the caption on back can be trusted, is
from Lakehurst on 6 SEP 50. Ω

This is a bit of a hot potato over here as it hints that
(whisper it reverently) the mighty Barnes Wallis might
have goofed and built a battery out of dis-similar metals.
It was undoubtedly made a whole lot worse by the rain
pouring in through the cover on the final flight back
from Canada. I also think it hugely ironic that one of
the poems written to celebrate the R.100 Canada flight
(from Countryman’s book p120, included in Dirigible
No.48) includes the lines:
“Four hundred thousands of money,
Two generations of brain,
And the ways and the means and the money
Have all to be called for again!
Airworthy, tried and found trusty,
She showed up a ship that was not,
They knew she would never rot rusty
So a steamroller rolls o’er the lot!”

Following several e-mail exchanges concerning
questions involving the British rigid airship history,
Dr. Giles Camplin e-mailed, “I can confirm from
personal experience that the R.100 metalwork was
quite badly corroded when it was scrapped. During
my investigations of archives for CargoLifter I spent
considerable time at the National Archives in Kew.
Here, among the 3,000 uncatalogued drawings of R100
and R101, I once came across a layout showing where
the R100 corrosion actually was, marked in red ink, on
the hull framework. As CL were not much interested in
boring “old-fashioned and outdated” rigid ships and I
was being paid to study ground fumbling I (foolishly)
did not note which drawing it was or even take down
the number of the roll it was in, so it would take some
time to find it again. But I can confirm that somewhere

As to weight-lifting, gas-compression, stratospheric
endurance flying, the cost-effective advantages of
using hybrids for disaster relief and all this other
untried, unproven stuff, I keep going back to the
statement made by Otto Lillienthal in 1909: “In flying
machines conception is nothing, construction is little,
experiment is everything.” So, for me personally, I will
believe it when someone does it! One wobbly flight
for the LEMV doesn’t convince me. The ship we built
for Chitty Chitty Bang Bang in 1967 flew 11 hours and
even CargoLifters’ poor little “Joey” managed 10, and
both of them were useless!” Ω
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The considerable e-mail discussion about concerns
with hybrids can’t be reproduced here but Ed. will try to
summarize some of the commentary. Al Robbins made
the points, “Hybrids have been re-igniting an old
discussion, but are still a totally unproven concept.
Unlike airplanes, only a handful of airship [designs],
large or small, ever achieved production status. Except
in wartime, no-one ever built a third large airship in a
series. [No recent effort began with] the State Of The
Art, as it existed when people actually built and operated
large airships…[then giving] some justification for
believing in the viability of lifting body hybrids, for
example drag coefficient at sea-level; at zero and plus
or minus 2 degrees angle of attack, at 5 degrees yaw
angle, at various altitudes and weights. They appear to
believe that they will have adequate thrust to achieve
(controlled) aerodynamic lift at high angles of attack
- under zero or very light cross-wind conditions
(essentially zero side-force).

best-guess figures for aerodynamic lift on the Los Angeles
at three power settings and three positive angles of
attack. (2, 4 ,6 ,8, and 10 degrees; Half-, three-quarters,
and full power) but only at 3,000 feet and zero wind.
Maximum speed drops precipitously. According to
Burgess, the Los Angeles, at +2 degrees and half power
developed 2,700 lbs. lift while maintaining 93 ft./sec.
speed; at full power it eked out 117 ft./sec. but provided
4,200 lbs. of lift. However, at +6 degrees, it slowed to
80 ft./sec., providing 9,500 lbs. of lift at half-power;
and 102 ft./sec. and 15,000 lbs. of lift at full-power.
Unlike airplanes, where the first few examples may be
tested to destruction, the first airship was normally placed
in service. Most the large airships never accumulated
as many total flight hours as a modern Flight Test
aircraft. (The first ZPG-3W, the largest non-rigid ever
built, was placed in squadron service without replacing
its old envelope which had been excessively stressed
during developmental testing.) The Navy’s small LTA
community was not permitted to test or demonstrate
the capability of the 3W kluge. Or to validate improved
performance compared to the ZPG-2.5.

I’d really like to see a heavy launch at full load,
over an irregular surface. We have no evidence that an
ACLS can perform adequately over an uneven or liquid
surface; even if critical launch speeds remain below 20
knots. Bertin’s air cushion system failed in service and
Bell abandoned its ACLS research after several years of
government support.

No one has built or flown a large airship since the
development of Airborne Digital Computers, GPS,
light-weight gyros, accelerometers, sensors, etc. We
could now measure speed, acceleration, thrust, gas and
air parameters, etc., on-board and in real time. Thanks
to GPS and smart phones we can precisely measure
the location, altitude, attitude and accelerations of
an airship. We can also verify absolute pressure and
temperature at various locations within the ship. I’d
hoped that [Cargolifter/Lockheed/Aeros] had done
something to advance us beyond what we knew or
suspected in 1927. (These new teams) misunderstand
virtual mass, ignore the absence of a valid scaling factor,
and apparently never heard of the Design Spiral.

Airships, such as the Los Angeles, were treated as if
they had a circular cross-section. Semi-rigids (with an
internal keel) had a Lythenary cross-section. In both
cases, body drag estimates (near zero angle-of-attack)
were based on an equivalent circular shape (e.g. frontal
area). [We don’t have] an equivalent cross-section
for lifting body hybrids, or aerodynamic drag at any
altitude, or loading condition. Unfortunately Burgess
had to resort to a basketful of K-factors to create
equations which attempted to predict performance
based on the limited information available from the
half dozen large airships which had actually been
constructed and operated. Burgess (in 1927) admitted
that engineers and designers couldn’t precisely measure
airship airspeed, thrust or drag. Unfortunately they had
no good way of measuring either maximum speed, drag
or deceleration. The Zeppelins, lifted by [expendable]
hydrogen, normally flew at near neutral buoyancy, and
therefore at a small angle of attack. Burgess provided

I’d strongly recommend that our members refer to
best sources and that our leaders implement some of
the recommendations of the Durand Committee. As
Giles observed, “You can learn nearly anything in a few
years of carefully planned experiments, and thus avoid
a trip to the library.” Ω
Discussions continue on page 16 addressing AEROS in
particular; comments are encouraged.
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Shore Establishments: NEAM

George Diemer e-mailed, “While we do not have
the item shown in the photo from Nigel Hills of the
U.K., we do have the exact drift sight shown in pictures
on pages 8 and 9 of the Noon Balloon issue #100. Dr.
Walter J. Wiechetek loaned one of these drift sights to
the New England Air Museum about 14 years ago, and
it is mounted on the K-28 restoration there.

Here are pictures of the item before mounting on K-28,
and attached to the starboard door.
Craig Farley has done a wonderful computer
rendering of the drift sight for the K-74 animation
project that he and Cortney Skinner are working on.”
Ω
RICHMOND

The drift sight is a rotating ring inside a larger ring
graduated into 360-degrees, with a small telescope in
the middle. It is not the folding apparatus pictured in
Nigel Hills’s photo. The user would look through the
small telescope at items on the surface, such as wave
tops, and rotate the device until the items appeared to
be coming along a cross-hair straight at him. The user
would then note the degrees indicated on the graduated
ring, and that would correspond to the drift angle of
the blimp, relative to the current heading. Although
the drift sight may have been GFE, there are Goodyear
engineering drawings for all the components of the
device, so Goodyear may have built them. Goodyear
drawing 3079-1830 is the “Drift Sight Assembly
6-inch” and it references sub-drawings 2079-1831,
3079-1832, etc., “Drift Sight Graduated Indicator
Ring,” “Drift Sight Cross Hair Ring,” and so on.
The drift sight could be inserted into brackets on
either the port or starboard side of the K-ship.

The former NAS Richmond Administration building
restoration is moving right along, on its way to
becoming the South Florida Military Museum.
– Anthony Atwood
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Colonel Joe Kittinger
(l) autographs copies
of his autobiography
“Come Up and Get Me”
for Alvaro Bellon (c)
and Eric Brothers (r).
Photo: Diego Bellon

On January 23rd,
braving temperatures
that hovered near 0º all
day long, we embarked
on a three-hour trip to
Dayton, Ohio, to attend
the inauguration of
the Red Bull Stratos
Project exhibit at the
National Museum of
the U.S. Air Force.
Capsule that carried Felix Baumgartner up to
128,000 feet for his record jump from near space.
Photo: Alvaro Bellon.
On October 14, 2012, Felix Baumgartner ascended
to 128,000 feet in a capsule attached to a 30 million
cu. ft. balloon. From there he jumped back to earth,
breaking the sound barrier during freefall and setting
several records throughout the endeavor. Among the
records were a record height for a manned balloon flight
(128,177 ft.), highest exit (jump) altitude (127,874 ft.),
longest vertical freefall distance (119,431 ft.), highest
speed attained by a human without a vehicle (833.9
mph, Mach 1.25). The event included a presentation by
Colonel Joseph Kittinger,
Ret’d USAF, and member
of The Lighter-Than-Air
Society, Arthur Thompson,
Director Red Bull Stratos
Project and Dr. Jonathan
Clark, Medical Director.
Colonel Kittinger, who
held several of the records
broken by Baumgartner,
served as mentor and was
in charge of all capsule
communications.
The exhibit includes the
capsule and suit
(left,
Alvaro Bellon photo) used
during the project, photos,
videos and interactive
displays. The Museum’s
permanent displays also
include three gondolas used by Col. Kittinger in his
quests (Stargazer, Manhigh and Excelsior), as well his
plaque in the National Aviation Hall of Fame.

On February 13th, The University of Akron and
Goodyear sponsored a presentation by Mickey Wittman
about the History of Aerial Broadcasting. During
Wittman’s career with Goodyear he lead the development
of TV broadcasting from blimps bringing it to what it
is today. The presentation covered early transmissions
made with huge studio cameras installed on blimps and
the development of newer technologies. The final part
of the presentation was directed to the students of the
University of Akron’s School of Communications (of
which Wittman is an alumnus), giving them advice to
follow as they pursue their careers.
Mickey Wittman talks
about how the Wescam
camera
revolutionized
the aerial transmission
of sports events. Photo:
Alvaro Bellon.
Wittman managed blimp
television coverage of more
than 2,500 live events
including 30 World Series,
24 Super Bowls, 5 Olympics,
17 Orange Bowls, more than
200 PGA events, 22 years of Monday Night Football,
26 All-Star Games, 8 Cotton Bowls, 7 Rose Bowls, 28
Indianapolis 500s, 22 Daytona 500s, 18 years of horse
racing’s Triple Crown, 13 US Open tennis tournaments,
20 heavyweight boxing championships, 300 college
football games, 12 NCAA Final Four basketball
tournaments, and 240 NASCAR races. He also managed
aerial coverage from the blimp of a number of newsmaking events: the San Francisco earthquake during the
1989 World Series and the aftermath of the bombing at
the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta. He also directed activities
as the Goodyear blimp’s aerial sign was used to provide
public service messages to residents of south Florida in
the wake of Hurricane Andrew in 1992.
In December of 2013 Wittman was inducted in the
Sports Broadcasting Hall of Fame.
– Alvaro Bellon, Eric Brothers
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Google affiliate to lease Moffett Field in a deal that will
also result in Hangar One being rehabilitated By
Nathan Donato-Weinstein, Silicon Valley Bus. Jrnal.

GSA and NASA
Select Planetary
Ventures LLC
to Rehabilitate
Historic Hangar
One

Planetary Ventures is a shell company used by
Google Inc. in some of its real estate dealings. The deal
doesn’t come out of the blue: Google’s executives have a
longstanding relationship with NASA through a separate
operating company called H211, which manages their
aircraft at the base that straddles Mountain View
and Sunnyvale. H211 has previously offered to pay
the government to rehab and lease Hangar One, the
1930s-era hangar that had its toxic siding removed in
2012, if it could store its planes there, but those offers
were rebuffed.

GSA’s Request for Proposals in May 2013 kicked
off a competitive process in which the private sector
was provided an opportunity to collaborate with the
government in rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of
NASA’s historic Hangar One and management of the
airfield through a long-term lease agreement.

The Monday deal more directly ties Google to the
airfield. But it’s unclear if the company’s ambitions there
go beyond its existing uses. As a real estate play, this
looks fairly limited: The government has previously said
only a small portion of the airfield with the capacity for
about 90,000 square feet of R&D space would be open
for new development.

As a tenant to NASA, Planetary Ventures will be
required to comply with all applicable laws, regulations
and policies, including those on topics of historic
preservation, environmental compliance, security, health
and safety, and airfield operations to support ongoing
missions and other government objectives. Planetary
Ventures’ lease proposal achieves the goals outlined in
the RFP and includes a number of key benefits for the
local community. Their proposal commits to:
-- Re-skin and protect Hangar One
-- Rehabilitate historic Hangars 2 and 3
-- Upgrade the existing golf course
-- Create a public use/educational facility
-- Eliminate NASA’s operation and maintenance cost of
Moffett Federal Airfield
-- Operate Moffett Federal Airfield in accordance with
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
(such as maintaining the status quo such as airfield
operations)
-- Comply with security and airfield management
requirements

Lenny Siegel of the Save Hangar One committee said
the deal looked like a good one for preservationists. “They
could have done it a couple of years ago, but they had to
go through a process, and it looks good for the hangar,”
he said. Officials said there would be no change in the
operation of the runway. H211 is currently working
with Signature Flight Support on an $82 million private
airport at Mineta San Jose International Airport. Ω
Google Founders’ Private Air Terminal Cleared For
Takeoff By: Mark Berniker, CNBC (edited)
Google’s top brass are climbing to a whole new altitude.
Google founders Larry Page, Sergey Brin and Eric
Schmidt have won approval to build a private terminal
at Mineta San Jose International Airport, and CNBC
has learned that construction on the $82 million facility
will start in February. It is expected to be completed by
the end of 2015. Signature Flight Support, a Floridabased company that manages corporate aircraft, will
develop and operate the 29-acre terminal in partnership
with Blue City Holdings, which handles the personal
aircraft of Google’s principals. Ω

NASA made its selection following a formal and
comprehensive proposal review process in which a joint
GSA and NASA evaluation committee analyzed all
proposals against a set of evaluation criteria as outlined in
the RFP. NASA now will begin working with Planetary
Ventures to negotiate the specific terms of the Hangar
One and the Moffett Federal Airfield lease. During those
ongoing negotiations, NASA will not be able to discuss
details of the pending lease agreement. Ω

(More on Moffett-Google on page 26.)
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safety hazards and must be repaired.” (Page 34) “Major
damage, identified as “split cracks” ... (was) found in ...
chord members at the top of the wood-trussed parabolic
arches mostly in Frames 11 through 21.” (Page 34)
“Minimal” repair work was completed in Hangar 3 in
1995 at a cost $380,000. (Page 35) Inspection was also
done of the garage sized structure on top of Moffett
Hangar 2, similar to that which fell through the roof of
the north Tustin Hangar: “This single room structure is
wood-framed with a wooden floor. The catwalks of the
interior of the hangar are accessible via an opening and
ladder in the center of the floor. Windows occupy all four
walls, but the glazing over each is broken or missing. The
interior exhibited extensive damage caused by ultraviolet
light degradation, exposure to the weather, and was also
filled with bird feathers and droppings.” (Ref 1B - page
41.) There is also some inspection information for the
holed Tustin hangar itself, for Orange County has a plan
to acquire it and spend $69 million turning it into a
Park, documented in “Regional Park at Former MCAS
Tustin” dated 27 Dec 2011(ref 2).

TUSTIN / SANTA ANA
Hangar Insights from Past Inspections by Mark Lutz
One of Tustin, California’s, WW2 wooden blimp
hangars experienced a serious structural failure on 7
October 2013. A roof-top room, perhaps garage sized,
fell through, landing on the floor 180 feet below. Photos
indicate two of the 51 Parabolic roof trusses lost their
top sections in the process.
What might have happened? I looked online for
information, including for sister hangars. You can see
aerial before and after snap-shots of the roof here:

http://www.tustinca.org/documents/NorthHangar.pdf

NASA Ames (Moffett Field, CA) has on-line
documents (2006) which include older inspection
information for Moffett Hangars 2 and 3, sister Wooden
Airship Hangars. Quoting from the 1992 inspection
results (ref 1A):
“Inspectors climbed every third frame ... adjacent
frames were checked with field glasses.” (page 69) In
hangar 3, “two adjacent arches were found to have splits
in both their (upper)... and lower chords at the top of the
arches (in 1992) The splits at each damaged chord were
at least one inch wide and extended through the entire
member from end to end. At those locations, the chords
cannot take any load ... the damaged arches are life

The north Tustin Hangar was structurally evaluated
in 1997 by Becker and Pritchett (above). As with the
Moffett Hangar, inspectors climbed the trusses (ref 3).
Truss #1 was buckled; repair with a “strongback” was
recommended within two years, cost estimate $10,000.
This truss repair is still part of the costs in the Dec 2011
document, suggesting it was not done. The drawings are
13

difficult to make out, but it appears that buckled truss
#1 was one of the two whose top sections fell down 7
Oct 2013. (Ref 2.)
The parabolic arches of the WW2 wooden hangars
are huge Pratt trusses, with 20 foot webs. The upper
chords are pairs of 3x14 inch timbers on each side of the
vertical truss member; the lower chords are pairs of 3x12
inch timbers. These 3x14 and 3x12 timbers are what
are splitting. I believe the chords are in compression
from the weight of the roof and weather loads. One
can think of the bolts holding the timbers together as
blunt wedges which are trying to slowly split the wood.
US Forest Products Laboratory studies by Winandy
and others indicate that wood loses some of its rupture
strength over time due to load, and temperature, and
fire-retardant treatment, things which apparently cause
some degradation of the hemi-cellulose and lignin
which hold the cellulose wood fibers together (ref 4).
The 2006 Moffett Hangar 3 report speaks of this binder
loss as “defiberization.” 150 F is about where “hot” starts
for wood degradation. The arch-tops of the four hangars
baking in summer California sun may get extra hot, for
hot air rises; chords at the top might therefore become
more prone to splitting. Over the 50 years the military
used these hangars, the cracking problem was handled
by periodic inspection and repairs, and some of the
repairs are quite visible. In ref 3 you can see a photo
of the north Tustin Hangar with at least three strongback reinforcements for cracked lower truss chords,
under the upper skylights. A number of repairs, such as
clamps and stitch bolts, are present but not visible in the
photos. The key is to do the repairs when problems are
found. As the 2006 Moffett Hangar 3 report says,
“failure to repair (severed or nearly severed members)
for an extended period could result in progression of
the distress to a point where the structure could not be
salvaged.”
(Ref 1A.)

http://bos.ocgov.com/legacy3ts/newsletters/vol1issue39.htm

The recent hole in the North Tustin Hangar may be
the result of distress progression because of failure to
repair a buckled truss found in the 1997 inspection. A 9
Dec 2013 news release says the Navy has asked “several
pre-qualified contractors” for proposed solutions. (Ref
5.) Until then, Navy Engineers have ruled the hangar is
unsafe to enter, for anyone. Hopefully suitable repairs
can be made, so Orange County can resume its plan
to turn the hangar into a park, and Aeros can remove
their airship. All past engineering inspections found
the hangars repairable, and worth repairing; whatever
weakening the wood is undergoing did not condemn
the structure. Under military operation, it appears likely
Tustin’s had two rounds of truss repairs before 1995.
Since base closure in 1999, it is possible the trusses have
been neglected. Failure to keep the trusses repaired is
as bad as failure to repair the roof. Ω

ref 1B:
http://historicproperties.arc.nasa.gov/map_reuse/reuse_forms/
hangar2_reuse_2006.pdf (pages 36 (minalith, defiberization), 41
(roof-top structure called “control tower”)
ref 2:
http://206.194.127.165/uploadgraphics/MCAS%20Project%20
Report.pdf (Use adobe reader page “numbers”: 14: cost table, 44:
table1, 58, 63, 88, 98)
ref 3:
http://www.tustinca.org/departments/redev/documents/tthtitansofhistory.pdf
(page 20: steeplejack ; page 24: 3
reinforced chords visible below upper windows)
ref 4:
h t t p : / / w w w. f p l . f s . f e d . u s / d o c u m n t s / f p l r n / f p l r n 2 6 4 .
pdf?origin=publication_detail
ref 5:
http://www.ocregister.com/articles/tustin-595639-city-park.html

In the second photo in this next link, looking up
from the floor, you can see two truss-tops are gone. You
can also see the left failed arch has a “fat” section - a
reinforcement repair perhaps decades old.
Ref 1A:
http://historicproperties.arc.nasa.gov/map_reuse/reuse_forms/
hangar3_reuse_2006.pdf (pages 34, 35, 69, 70, 71, 74)

Ed.’s photo of Moffett #1 is the back cover. Cover Story
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To this date there has not been a single piloted full
scale mixed airship. Works on this project had been
ongoing for past three years. These trials in Ukraine
have been planned six months ago, and it has been
decided not to re-schedule them despite complex
political developments in Kiev. Politicians come and
go, yet airships persist, and our aeronautical friendship
is insusceptible to any political turmoil.

Russian Aeronautical Society is proud to announce
successful completion of its new airship

As part of the trials, demo flights with Au-37 for our
Ukrainian and Czech friends took place, as gondola
of first Ukrainian hot-air airship was inspected and
discussed. Main test flights took place at an airbase
belonging to Kiev Aeronautical Society in the city of
Makarov. This scenic place, favoured and extensively
used by aeronauts is situated 30 km away from Kiev.
Trials were attended by many of our friends and
colleagues. First trial flight for RFR-1 was piloted by a
renowned Russian aeronaut, multiple FAI world record
holder Leonid Tukhtiaev.

Successful air trials of a new Russian Roziere airship
RFR-1 completed near Kiev (Ukraine), run by Russian
Aeronautical Society and company “Balony Kubicek”
(Czech Republic) with the help of Kiev Aeronautical
Society.

RFR-1 first flight can viewed in recording at - https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2mcYavBIdI
Additional information and photos are available on
request - info@PBO.ru
Ω

This new airship belongs to non-rigid mixed class
airships, which achieve lift by both a lighter-than-air
gas (helium) and heating air inside airship envelope.
Airship is designed for aerial observations and
photography, patrol duty, and flight training. Aside
from that, developers hope to achieve a number of
world records in the newly established FAI category
BM - mixed airships.
Structure wise, RFR-1 is a non-rigid, cigar-shaped
hull with a lambda-shaped tail, filled with a constant
volume of 2,560 cubic meters of air. Within the hull,
there sideways reside two helium-filled envelopes, 300
cubic meters each.
Below the hull, a gondola for two persons is fitted,
and to that gondola is attached the propulsion unit,
consisting of internal combustion engine of 58bhp and
a fixed pitch three-bladed propeller. Two burners are
mounted above the gondola for hull volume heating,
with combined power output of 3 MW.

Our member Francisco A. González Redondo jokes this
ship should possibly be named “Russian Torres Quevedo
Airship RTQ-1”, instead of “Russian Rozier RFR-1”. – Ed.
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DGLR Paper: Airship Lifting Gas Compression for
Aerostatic Lift Control by Juergen Bock

Point and Counter Point: Buoyancy Control

1. Model Assumptions
The airship is represented by a gas-inflated cylinder of 37 m
diameter and 185 m length containing 200,000 m3 of lifting
gas (lifting 1 kg / m3 ). The aerostatic lift shall be reduced to
150 tons corresponding to 50,000 m3 lifting gas which must
be compressed and stored on board. The sketch (below, left)
shows how a section of the cylinder is designed to accommodate
the pressurized gas in densely packed tubes similar to a fire
tube boiler. The summarized cross sections of the tubes is 77.7
per cent of the cross section area of the cylinder, regardless
how many tubes of a given diameter are densely packed. The
selection of tubular diameter depends on the internal pressure
they can withstand; therefore a small diameter is favored with a
minor wall thickness to withstand the hoop tension. Since the
safe hoop tension is proportional to the tubular diameter, it is of
minor importance whether fewer tubes of larger diameter and
wall thickness are chosen or - vice versa - many light-weight
tubes; in the first order, both should have the same compiled
weight. The assumed pressure tank section is assumed to be 10
m of the cylindrical hull length and has the same overall cross
section as the hull, because it should be provide an adequate
volume to keep the pressure within reasonable bounds.

AEROS: CONTROL OF STATIC HEAVINESS
The Aeroscraft provides precise cargo deployment
without the need for infrastructure or ground personnel.
It uses two innovations to accomplish this: the patentpending COSH buoyancy management system and
the proprietary ceiling suspension cargo deployment
(CSCD) system that automates, weight-balances, and
permits terrestrial or marine cargo deployment. COSH
is an internal, patent-pending system that controls the
vehicle’s buoyancy so that the vehicle is heavier-than-air
during ground operations and lighter-than-air during
flight. The COSH system compresses non-flammable
helium into the helium pressure envelopes to allow the
vehicle to manage buoyant lift similarly to submarine’s
ballast management under water. COSH is Aeros’
solution to the external ballast required by conventional
airships. The pilot can configure the vehicle to decrease
static lift during landing for the offload of personnel
and cargo taking on external ballast. COSH allows the
Aeroscraft to act as a “flying submarine.”

2. Numerical Analysis
Summarized volume of tank tubes:

0.777 x 10 x 372 x 3.1416 / 4 = 8,393 m3

Compression ratio:

50,000 / 8,393 = 5.96 atm = 4.96 atm. Overpres. = 496,000 Pa

Hoop tension:

(a) 7 tubes of (37/3) m diameter: (37/3) x 496,000 = 6,125,017 N/m
(b) 28 tubes of (37/6) m diameter: (37/6) x 496,000 = 3,062,508 N/m
(c) Compare outer skin tension at 100 mm water column = 1,000 Pa

Hull diameter:

37 m : (37/2) x 1,000 = 18,534 N/m

Energy converters control the compression of helium
to a determined pressure by moving helium into helium
pressure envelopes at high speeds using a system of
pipes and control valves. The COSH system compresses
helium into Helium Pressure Envelopes. The HPE
units contain and control the compressed helium and
control the helium pressure within the vehicle, thus
enabling the Aeroscraft to become heavy or buoyant
in a controlled manner. The compression of helium
into the HPEs creates a negative pressure within the
Aeroshell, permitting air-expansion vessel to fill with
readily-available environmental ballast (air). The air
acts in concert with the reduced helium lift to make the
Aeroscraft heavier when desired. Ω

Power requirement for squeezing 50,000 m3 into the tubular
system at 4.96 atmospheres overpressure: 1.323 MWh (mega
watt hours)
3. Weight Estimate/Comparison:
28 tubes x 10 m length x 280 m x (37/6 x 3.1416) provide
a total surface area of 5,434 m2, while the surface area of the
entire hull amounts to 21,582 m2. In order to obtain a plausible
weight estimate, the individual areas are multiplied with their
corresponding hoop tensions. The ratio of the products (5,434
x 3,062,508)/(21,582 x 18,534) = 42 indicates that the tube
system may be in the order 40 times heavier than the skin of
the hull!
4. Engineering Judgment:
The estimate of the additional weight of the tubular storage
system plus the weight of the compressor system to render the
necessary storage energy of 1.323 MWh and the fuel required
for the operation of compressors plus additional ancillary
equipment is prohibitive for an economical aerial transportation
system. Besides, vertical landing for airships rather hazardous
in gusty weather unless effective HTA control is available. Ω
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ZEP NT Participates in I2C

The project proposes a new generation of innovative
sea border surveillance end to end systems integrating
key existing and in development capacities to track all
vessel movements and activities to early identify and
report on EUROSUR threats (clandestine immigration,
law enforcement, illegal fishing, terrorism...) associated
with detected abnormal vessel behaviors. DCNS is
applying its know-how in the area of maritime security
and state action at sea (coast guard, police, customs).
This new system has just been installed in all regional
surveillance and rescue operational centres (CROSS Centres régionaux opérationnels de surveillance et de
sauvetage) of the Department of Maritime Affairs.

The I2C (Integrated System for Interoperable sensors
& Information sources for Common abnormal vessel
behaviour detection & Collaborative identification
of threat) campaign coordinated by DCNS and its
partners took place in the Bay of Toulon from July 1723. This innovative maritime security and surveillance
project, supported by the European Union, entered its

Shore-based sensors platform grouping new sensor
technologies; long range HFSW radar, FMCW
radar to track small crafts (both prototypes are in
experimentation), AIS stations and conventional
coastal radar. This platform performs a permanent all
weather traffic surveillance over wide maritime zone up
to 200 nautical miles.

first test phase.
The aim is to detect and identify in real time illegal
and criminal activities conducted at sea. I2C allows the
dynamic analysis of vessel trajectories and activities,
database access and automatic alerts as a function of the
established rules in consultation with the operational
authorities.
Deployable sensor platforms to perform local
node observation campaigns to complete shore-based
surveillance. Four equipped platforms are deployed;
aircraft and vessel patrols, USV and Zeppelin, which
offers absolute quiet flight with no vibration for high
resolution observation quality and a payload of two
tons for sensors and communication devices.

I2C aims to be complementary to existing national
surveillance systems and offers the continuous
correlation of many other streams of maritime
information originating from multiple sources such
as weather and sea-state forecasts, vessel identity
and history, geographical data, port movements,
intelligence, etc. Ω
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Ground in Maryland. Russia already has a large arsenal of
cruise missiles - essentially low-flying unmanned aircraft and other countries like Iran are developing them. “As it
stands today, we have practically zero capability to detect
it, much less defend against it,” one military officer said
of the cruise missile threat.
The blimps carry radars that can search for hundreds of
miles to detect the launch of a cruise missile and relay the
data to interceptor missiles which have been positioned
around Washington since Sept. 11, 2001. But those
same blimps can also be outfitted with radars capable of
tracking vehicles on the ground and with cameras that can
watch people, much like blimps already do at U.S. bases
in Afghanistan and along the border with Mexico. That
would give government the ability to follow American
citizens as they go about their daily lives.
Officials insist they have no plans to put cameras on
the blimps, but Christopher Calabrese of the ACLU
points out there’s no law against it. “Right now there
are no rules,” he said. “There’s nothing that bars us from
having high-powered cameras monitoring our every
public movement.”

Pentagon to launch blimps (sic) to guard against cruise
missiles By David Martin CBS NEWS
The Pentagon has discovered a gap in the defenses of
Washington, D.C., and it’s about to test a solution. But
depending on your point of view, the solution is either
vital for national security or a threat to American privacy.

Blimps are an old-fashioned technology, but this
is a modern-day dilemma, much like the controversy
over NSA eavesdropping. Government efforts to make
Americans safer also have the potential to invade their
privacy. Ω

Starting this fall, two blimps will float at 10,000 feet
over the Army’s Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland
in an attempt to develop a defense for the nation’s
capital against cruise missiles fired from ships offshore.
Two blimps will float over the Army’s Aberdeen Proving
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JLENS: Ready, Relevant and Real

Minutes

ignorant) young reporter sent unwillingly to cover the
luncheon you are attending) to write the story his way,
with technical error after technical misunderstanding ?

The Practical Airship

“PR and Marketing Ideas”

Public Relations, PR for short, is an aspect of
educating the general public, the business community,
folks in science and technology, and an additional barrel
full of special interest, in understanding that this sort
of education is just about as important to the future
of airships as all the complex developments normally
written about.

3. Have you given a talk recently to the local civic
organizations? They are desperate for programs for their
membership. I’m thinking of groups like the Kiwanis,
Rotary, and the local Chamber of Commerce. You would
probably be hailed as a hero for rescuing the Committee
Chairman, who’s probably stuck for a program for next
month. At least let him know that you’re available to
fill in if the scheduled speaker doesn’t show up. He will
never forget you, and you’ll tell your story --- and if
you’re smart, exhibit some of your product line. Local
business men are notoriously good at networking. Better
yet, have a small display model available. Nothing gets
attention like an exhibit that moves, even if it’s just an
indoors miniature airship. Mundane? Trite? Maybe, but
it gets you noticed by people who’ve never heard of you.

We can realize how far short we have fallen in the
education of the non-airship world when we read yet
another story about the Hindenburg, or hear otherwise
very educated, very bright, people reveal in their
commentaries how very little they know or understand
airship technology. Analogy: Picture a person today,
asked why they don’t drive an automobile, commenting
on the difficulty of starting the darn thing with that
!@#$%&* crank.

4. Do you go places --- shopping? travelling? out
with the family? your kid’s school programs? Chamber
of Commerce social events? Do you wear an attractive,
professional-looking ash-gray polo shirt with your logo
and a tag line tastefully silk-screened in black on the
breast pocket?

One series of paperback books uses the keywords
“Guerrilla Marketing” as their tagline, and tries to energize
unenlightened business people who say “Marketing? You
mean advertise more? I tried that and it didn’t work.”
These books suggest hundreds of creative strategies --- far
beyond merely advertising --- to broaden the market for
a product, and then reach it in innovative ways. Try the
following ideas if you want to develop the airship interest
in a whole new universe of people.

5. No logo? That says something right there about
gaps in your marketing program!
6. You don’t belong to your local Chamber? That
continues the saga in the same vein. Do you sponsor a
school team? Inexpensive and reaches exactly the market
you want.

1. Let a wide variety of potential customers know
that you exist --- not just those with current airship
interests. For example, one small businessman who
sells specialty insurance had his “business story” printed
on one of those “magnetic” signs that have sprung up
everywhere, and placed them non-destructively on his
personal automobile. We’ve personally seen him being
approached in a parking lot with business inquiries from
curious people who have seen his stick-on signs. Is there
anything about your car or clothing that tells people
about your airship interest?

7. Have you taken your (personal) banker to lunch
recently? … ever? They appreciate it, they remember
you favorably, they might mention you to their many
business contacts, and you can never tell where that
might take you…. or do you wait until you need to
finance a business opportunity and walk into your bank
as a total stranger?
8. Do you keep current regarding the State of the
Airship Art? You can be competitive with Made in
America products on a vastly smaller scale. Interestingly,
when we mentioned this possibility to one small
businessman, he protested, “But suppose I make a small
run and sell out?” Yes … and the down side of that is …?

2. When was the last time you sent your local newspaper
a professional-looking Press Release celebrating, for
example, the start of your fifth year in business? … the
addition of a new product to your line? … the exhibition
of your airships at a business exposition? … on the new
machinery you just purchased? ...OR do allow the (usually
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that working with the FAA is the only avenue to fair
and adequate representation? Many markets exist, with
new and different conduits to reach them. The famous
physicist, Dr. Albert Einstein, said, “Insanity is doing the
same thing over and over and expecting different results.”

9. Marketing? We’ll bet that most small airship
manufacturers don’t even begin to know where to
advertise. There’s nothing wrong with that, but you want
to make sure that you don’t preach only to the already
converted. To supplement that, you need to inform a
NEW audience about what you’re making. This could be
an ideal mission for the Noon Balloon, or at least for the
Phantom Captain of the Midnight Airship.

14. Pundits everywhere are decrying youngsters
lack of training or knowledge of Math, Engineering,
Science, and Technology. Youth programs are springing
up everywhere --- have you or your local airship special
interest group helped assist in the formation of a youth
group like that? Youth as young as 10 years of age are
becoming computer whizzes and radio-controlled model
airplane fans.

10. Have you ever heard of a small magazine called
“Reminisce”? Every single reader has subscribed because
he or she is thinking back nostalgically to the 1930s, 40s
& 50s. We don’t recall having EVER seen a single photo
or article about airships or referencing them in any way
--- a natural link. Where are you guys? That’s 1,194,701
potential readers who can spread the word about your
airship business. “Hey, George, did you hear that they
still make blimps? I thought that the Hindenburg, etc....”

15. OK, everyone sees and agrees that youngsters
are becoming fanatic “gamers”. Instead of developing
electronic games that appear to teach the pleasure of
slaughtering armies of zombies, why don’t we encourage
a game manufacturer to do that. Better yet, persuade
Kongsberg, one of the major producers of realistic
training scenarios, who are very successfully producing
electronic simulators for the maritime industry to train
ship captains and harbor pilots to navigate in tricky
waters without risk or danger, to extend their range to
include airship training aids. Just think of the enormous
activity gap being left by the current crash-and-burn of
the Boy Scout movement. My computer systems guy was
relying on them to be a healthy activity for his 10-yearold son; he’s now floundering.

11. Almost every metropolitan region has a business
newspaper; in the Greater Tampa Bay area, it’s the Tampa
Business Journal. They are always looking for stories
about interesting and unheralded business ventures, even
part–time ones. Find out who handles the local news on
the staff of your metropolitan daily. Cultivate him or her
before you need publicity. Everyone has to eat! Take that
staff person to lunch from time to time. Have a specific
story ready to relate; prepare intelligent questions about
his “beat”. Make that staff person aware of your company
and briefed, accompanied by professional-looking digital
photographs before you would like a feature story. Florida
Trend is the premier business publication for the state of
Florida; that’s another avenue for letting people know
about your product.

16. Some time ago, I wrote a Letter to the Editor of
our local newspaper in Sarasota. I didn’t even realize the
power of that one effort. Our paper is owned by the same
company as the New York Times and the Washington
Post, and is read by many bright Opinion Makers, as
I found out afterwards at a public event when people
whom I barely knew came up to me after a meeting and
favorably mentioned reading my letter. When is the
last time you wrote a Letter to the Editor of your local
general circulation newspaper?

12. The Midnight Airship will be compiling a massive
mailing list of groups with possible airship interest to
prepare for a possible future Airship Symposium and Air
Meet. A potentially powerful lobby (yes! There are Good
Lobbies) like the Noon Balloon should be going to every
name on that list.
13. Imagine the impact of running one of your small
airships at a meeting of one of those organizations of
decision-makers? ... OR do you only run it around the
open fields of your park systems? Have you made contact
with your local model airplane club? Right there is a large
and powerful special interest group who are a natural
step-up to small airships. Have any contacts been made
with the Academy of Model Aeronautics, to represent
the interests of small airships? ... or does everyone think

I hope that you can see the need for extensive public
education -- call it what you will. Maybe we can join
in an international effort to inform people intelligently
and accurately about the State of our Art. It’s time that
advocacy meant more than “Occupy Wall Street”, and
was performed by a group with knowledge and authority.
Ω
– Harold N. Pelta
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The AIAA LTA TC 3Q 2013 teleconference was held
Wednesday, September 18, at 12:30 pm EDT. Attendees
were Brandon Buerge, Richard Van Treuren, Charlie
Lambert, Arnold Naylor, Mark Beyer, Norm Mayer,
Mike Caddy, John Krausman, Bob Boyd, Trenton
White, Rajkumar Pant, Luke Brooke, Ron Hochstettler,
David Stewart, Rudy Bartels, and Geoff Bland.

of papers is required; several are planned
– Vote on 2014 was held after discussion (2015 is an
option) - Affirmative - proceed with Aviation 2014
Action: review after September 26 Airship Association
decision. Possible conference in India?
Helium Supply: - India: trials up to 1,500 m3 are
problematic, although 50 to 100 m3 is feasible –
UK: large airships are problematic - including
transportation of helium
– US: supply is also difficult - salvage of helium is
feasible - purification may be a requirement, and costs
are potential challenges. The Navy recovered helium
regularly in the 1930’s (paper opportunity?)
– Alternatives: Hydrogen? Helium mixtures?
– Supply/Pricing is tricky: US helium was $0.25/ft3,
now >$1.00/ft3. Issue appears to be Congress and the
National Helium Repository/Federal Helium Reserve...
October 7, 2013, is cut-off date for “subsidized” pricing
unless congress acts. Some helium will be available, but
it will be expensive. Perhaps it’s time to look seriously
at hydrogen? - the physics and handling are not huge
issues, liability is the big one; Finding an insurance
company that will underwrite hydrogen is problematic
– Helium is by-product of natural gas production
drilling (only ~1% of helium out of the ground is
currently captured); fracking has reduced cost of natural
gas - it is no longer profitable to drill in Texas
– Economics: notionally pricing at $ 0.60 to $ 0.75 /ft3
will be stable - industry is waiting for Congress before
making necessary investments - there will be a several
(three) year period of pricing fluctuations after congress
acts
– FAA regulations are particularly problematic for
manned operations - (14CFR Part 91?) requires lifting
gases to be non-flammable, non irritant - the “fire zone”
issue needs to be addressed
– Maybe starting with hydrogen for unmanned aerostats
would help?
Chairman Nomination: Dr. Rajkumar Pant
– Brandon Buerge’s term ends December 31
– Nomination and discussion - Vote: Unanimous
Affirmative - Dr. Rajkumar Pant will be the new Chair.
Dr. Pant reported his recent test videos will be uploaded
to the committee’s DropBox. Ω
Note: Michael F. Conners was awarded a certificate by
the AIAA for distinguished service as chairman of the LTA
Systems Technical Committee, 2006-2009.

News and Notes - - New initiative for high altitude
research in India: High Altitude Airship Research
Initiative (HAARI)
– Aeros Dragon Dream flew tethered for first test
– Joint Land Attack Cruise Missile Defense Elevated
Netted Sensor System, (JLENS), is ready for Aberdeen,
MD, test - a system of two aerostats
– Airship Association November symposium and model
airship regatta: November 2: http://www.airshipassociation.org/cms/
– Brandon Buerge will be a researcher in the 7x10 Walter
Beech Wind Tunnel - discussions of potential research
ideas are welcome
– The Third Cargo Airships for Northern Operations
Workshop was held in Alaska (July): http://event.arc.
nasa.gov/airships/2013Workshop
– TCOM is hiring (senior level aerodynamicist): http://
www.tcomlp.com/
AIAA LTA TC Conference Daytona 2013
– The 20th AIAA Lighter-Than-Air Systems Technology
Conference was held in Florida last March. Therein the
first LTA short course was conducted. A hydrogen
technical session, technical papers, and technical
committee meeting were also held
– Discussion: Synergies between aerostats and
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) include batteries
and radio relays for UAS range extension LTA in
Aviation 2014?
– Now three big AIAA conferences: Aviation 2014
(June/Atlanta), space, classified - Is an annual schedule
desired? or alternative years??
– Balloons are listed, not Decelerators for 2014
– The (large) 100th annual conference of Naval Aviation
offered lots of distractions
– Potential conflict with international conference European conference date is not yet selected by the
Airship Association (September 26 decision):
http://www.airship-association.org/cms/
– Workload may be challenging for 2014 - peer review
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Helium Roundup

Probing Question: Are we running out of helium?
   by Melissa Beattie-Moss

Congress acts to avert helium shortage

Moses Chan, Evan Pugh Professor of Physics at Penn
State, explains that the world’s supply of helium is a
byproduct of natural gas production, with the Texas
Panhandle arguably being the helium capital of the
world. However, says Chan, “Very few natural gas wells
in the world have enough helium in the well to make it
economical to separate helium from natural gas. The gas
wells with the most helium have only about 0.3 percent,
so it is in short supply.”

The US entrenched in a titanic budget battle,
managed to come together Thursday to pass legislation
that prevents a market shortage of helium.
In a rare show of consensus between feuding
Democrats and Republicans, the Senate unanimously
passed a bill approved earlier by the House of
Representatives that cancels closure of the national
helium reserve. The closure had been planned for
October 7, but manufacturers and the medical industry
had expressed concern that the move would hurt them.

In response to the element’s scarcity, the United
States has been stockpiling helium since the 1960s in
a National Helium Reserve called the Bush Dome, a
deep underground reservoir outside of Amarillo, Texas.
By the mid 1970s 1.2 billion cubic meters of the gas
was stored there. The current reserve is approximately
0.6 billion cubic meters, or roughly 4 times the current
world market.

The Federal Helium Program, operated under the
Bureau of Land Management, supplies some 42 percent
of the lighter-than-air gas used in the United States, and
roughly 35 percent of global demand.
Helium, an inert chemical element extracted from
natural gas, has been produced and stored by the US
government since World War I. It was initially used for
military purposes, including in reconnaissance aircraft.
It is now considered essential for the aerospace industry,
fiber optics and computer chip manufacturing, welding,
as well as several medical fields including magnetic
resonance imaging. And for party balloons, of course.

“Although scientific use accounts for only 3 percent
of all the helium, for scientists who want to cool their
experiments to cryogenic temperature, there is no
alternative to liquid helium,” concludes Chan. “For MRI
machines that need a stable high magnetic field, there is
also no alternative. It is estimated that if cost was not
an issue, the amount of helium gas trapped in current
and future gas wells worldwide could last between 200
or 300 years.” That would buy us some time to figure
out how to ensure helium sticks around. However, brace
yourself for costs to soar “very high,” he predicts. How
high? “It depends on how quickly all major helium users
adopt ways to conserve and to recycle. When the current
helium-rich gas wells are used up, the price could easily
soar tenfold.” Ω

“The impending abrupt shutdown of this program
would cause a spike in helium prices that would harm
many US industries and disrupt national security
programs,” the White House’s Office of Management
and Budget said in a policy statement last week. By
October 7, the government would have been required to
end helium sales to the private sector, which has yet to
develop sufficient infrastructure production and could
have faced a surge in prices.

Ed. noted a recent TV program abut gold which
speculated there was enough gold on Earth to cover its
surface. Yet, the show pointed out that all the gold mined
since the beginning of time would not fill the bottom half of
the Washington Monument. Likewise we must be realistic
about helium: the second most abundant element in the
universe is not very easy to isolate down here on Earth.
Furthermore, our next page suggests would-be airshipmen
should also consider helium’s performance if profit is the
motivation.

Several industrial giants including General Electric,
Intel and Siemens, as well as dozens of university
professors, started a campaign to lobby Congress about
the need to change course. The bill, which now awaits
President Barack Obama’s signature, provides for
continuation of helium sales by auction until the reserve
is gradually depleted. Ω
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Sackgasse am Himmel
(Helium Does Not Solve the Problems)
By H. G. Knäusel (translated from German)

Although he was co-designer of the Akron, he relentlessly
identified the weaknesses of Arnstein’s design. Fischer
commented not only the nine percent reduced lifting
power of helium, but also additional weight has to be
accounted for measures to avoid the blowing of the
extremely expensive helium. Fischer writes about the
often neglected fact that the “airship is - in the first
place - a balloon. The aerostatic control is therefore the
most important, aerodynamic control is secondary.” The
pilot must have full freedom over the control of gas and
ballast. If this is not possible, the ship is not airworthy.
From this alone results almost inevitably – apart from
design problems - that large helium airships are not
realistic.

The Lakehurst disaster was primarily so spectacular
since it happened in public of the entire world and
was – so to speak – only the premiere of follow-on
disasters, if airship operations would have continued
in the same manner as usual. ...Forgotten was already
that the USA had built and lost two airships of the
“Hindenburg” size, i.e. Akron and Macon which seemed
to be technically in many details superior to the LZ129 and were helium inflated, like all American airships
after World War I. In these cases, more than double the
amount of humans had been killed. Moreover, Akron
and Macon had been constructed by Friedrichshafen’s
experienced engineers under the highly-esteemed Dr.
Karl Arnstein. The American helium airships held a
serious weakness which – literally – caused the disaster.
The nine percent reduction of lifting power compared
with hydrogen meant an extreme “dematerialization” in
order to be able to carry a realistic payload. Already the
big Friedrichshafen zeppelins carried only a payload of
five to seven per cent of the gross weight on long-range
missions. Since all on-board equipment was already
extremely Spartanic, the designers in America had to
construct a skeleton considerably lighter than that for
hydrogen ships.

When in the mid-sixties a comprehensive book about
the Akron and Macon was published, Fischer criticized
one of the advocates of large airships in the USA, Admiral
Charles A. Rosendahl, who flew on all large airships,
that there, and in the case of the Shenandoah, no serious
analysis of the cause of the accident had followed. The
restriction to the skipper not to blow off helium was a
tragic mistake; it implies also not to discharge ballast
without the fear to exceed the pressure height.
The Friedrichshafeners like to refer to the LZ-126
which crossed the Atlantic in 1924 in a grand cruise
to be in service in the USA after helium inflation. The
deduction, however, that large helium airships are
realistic overlooks one essential aspect: LZ-126 was
a test vehicle with no requirements with respect to
comfort or equipment for extended passenger flights,
primarily designed for hydrogen operation. In the USA
she was, indeed, inflated with helium, but the necessary
alleviation of the ship concerned only the stripping
down of equipment, reduction of the crew and fuel and
ballast for shorter ranges. The girder skeleton was not
affected.

The consequences of this extreme light construction
were disastrous for the Americans: On September 3rd,
1925, the Shenandoah broke in two pieces, with 14
deaths. On April 30,1933, Akron sank with 73 victims
of 76 aboard. On February 12, 1935, Macon with two
deaths.
In Friedrichshafen it was stated that Dr. Arnstein’s
designer had simply attached the empennage surfaces to
the fuselage (i.e. main ring) while in case of the zeppelins
the four surfaces of the empennage were interconnected
by an interior cruciform girder design. Yet Arnstein had
no choice: due to the lesser lifting power of the helium,
he had to save any reinforcement, especially in the aft
portion which offered little volume for gas cells and was
additionally loaded by the empennage.

Exactly the same way one has to judge the excellent
stability and longevity of LZ-127 in comparison with
other airships, although she was also conceived as a
test vehicle which offered only accommodation for few
passengers? Ω
Comments and discussion are encouraged. Ed.

Wilhelm Fischer, a fellow of Arnstein in those years,
has explicitly commented to the subject “helium.”
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Airship Pilot Licensing Requirements in the European
Union, Australia, United States and Canada: A
Comparison and Recommendations for Revision in
Canada (Abstract only printed here)
    by: Dr. Barry E. Prentice, President, BASI

New Google Zeppelin Hangar Cries Out for Zeppelin
By Alan Farnham ABC
Before there was Silicon Valley, there was the Macon
-- the ‘30s epitome of high-tech. She could cross
continents and oceans non-stop, unrefueled. From
an internal hangar, she could deploy and retrieve, inflight, five fighter planes. On summer evenings, David
Packard, then a student at Stanford, would lie on his
back on the roof of his fraternity to watch the Macon fly
over, marveling at her beauty and streamlining. When
he shared this memory with your reporter many years
later, you could still hear in his voice the note of awe.

The development of cargo airships is generating
interest internationally because of the worldwide demand
for transport in areas that lack infrastructure. This is of
particular interest to Canada because the northern parts
of most Canadian provinces, and its territories lack
all-weather roads and depend on temporary ice roads
and small airplanes for supplies. Although this country
is a leader in aviation and aerospace manufacturing,
Canada has almost no history of airship manufacture or
operation. As a result, the regulatory system in Canada
is woefully inadequate for this mode of transport.
Without regulatory change, a cargo airship industry
cannot develop in Canada.

The late Allan Temko, Pulitzer Prize-winning
architecture critic for the San Francisco Chronicle,
described [Hangar #1] as “a cathedral to a vanished
technological religion.” What Planetary Ventures and
Google intend to do with the vast structure, Google
declines to say. Contacted by ABC News, a Google
spokesman said only, “We are delighted to move ahead
in the selection process and we look forward to working
with both GSA and NASA to preserve the heritage of
Moffett Federal Airfield.”

This paper deals with one of the regulatory gaps –
the licensing of pilots for captive gas airships. At the
moment, the Canadian Air Regulations (CARs) has
only provision for hot air balloons and motorized hot
air balloons (thermal airships). A review of airship pilot
licensing in other developed countries reveals that all
other jurisdictions treat pilot licensing of captive gas
airships (helium filled) differently than thermal airships.
Their requirement is a rating on a fixed-wing pilot
license. The current CARs provide no pathway for the
licensing of a captive gas airship pilot. The safety of
applying a hot air balloon license to a captive gas airship
is questionable at best, and could be seen as reckless.

Located four miles from Google’s headquarters, it
is big: 1,133 feet long, 308 feet wide, 198 feet high.
On its eight-acre floor, six football games could be
played simultaneously. Planetary Ventures, by taking
over Hangar One, is taking on a lot of ghosts -- not to
mention a whopping bill: The building is in wretched
shape. By some accounts, the cost of refurbishing it -which Planetary has pledged to assume -- might run as
high as $45 million. What in the world will Planetary or
Google do with the building?

This report recommends that new regulations should
be drafted in Canada to create a private and commercial
pilot license rating for captive gas airships that
incorporates the best practices of comparable countries
(U.S., EU and Australia) and takes advantage of latest
technology in Flight Simulation Training Devices.

In the recent past, Google has dabbled with balloons,
so using the hangar as a hangar might not be far-fetched:
In 2013, Google, according to its website, launched
what it called Project Loon -- “Balloon-Powered
Internet for Everyone.” The idea was (and apparently
still is) to bounce a signal between a network of highflying balloons, thereby spreading Internet connectivity
to the two-thirds of the Earth’s population that does not
have it. Nice as balloons may be, though, one must ask
if the best use for a refurbished, like-new zeppelin-house
might not be housing a new zeppelin. Ω

Further, an immediate exemption should be extended
for captive gas airship pilots in Canada that hold a private
or commercial airplane license, and have five hours
training as a hot air balloon pilot, or 30 hours flight time
in an airship in Canada or another jurisdiction. These
exemptions should expire with the enactment of new
airship pilot regulations in Canada, with grandfathering
of outstanding exemptions at that time. Ω
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Short Lines

reports that Pentagon tests have revealed problems with
the aircraft’s “radar performance, sensor integration,
and data transfer,” affecting its anti-submarine and ISR
applications.” Ω

One of the Youngest Airship Pilots in the Country
When Joel Cox took College Now classes
at Johnson County Community College located
in Overland Park, KS, as a Blue Valley High School
student more than five years ago, little did he know
the classes would help him attain a high-flying career
right out of college. At 23, Cox is one of the youngest
airship or blimp pilots in U.S. history. He currently is
a licensed commercial pilot (including lighter-thanair category with an airship rating). His other ratings
include single-engine land, sea and instrument as well
as multi-engine land and instrument. He is working on
his air transport pilot license.

Paper Airplane Goes Missing After Attempt To Break
World Record For Altitude. The AP (1/9, Blake) reports
that a “fluorescent pink paper airplane with a 28-inch
wingspan” has gone missing after people in Indiana
attempted to break the Guinness World Record for
“highest paper airplane flight from a high-altitude
balloon.” The launch was one of several similar flights
undertaken by the Fox Valley Composite Squadron, a
“West Chicago, Ill.-based unit of the Civil Air Patrol.”
The article notes that the airplane may well be “buried
under a foot of snow.” Ω

Today, he soars above most major United States cities
and plays a role in the broadcast of major sporting
events, such as professional football and baseball games,
professional golf tournaments, as well as NASCAR
races. His employer is Van Wagner Airship Group,
with U.S. headquarters in Orlando, Fla. Cox pilots Van
Wagner blimps for several clients, including MetLife
and DirectTV. “Since I was young, I always wanted to
learn how to fly,” Cox said. “That dream became reality
when I graduated from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University in Dayton Beach, Fla., in December 2010
and immediately landed a job. I just happened to be
in the right place at the right time after graduation to
become a blimp pilot.” About 2,500 area high school
students each semester take courses for college credit
through JCCC’s College Now program. Ω

Helium-Filled Plane Proposed For ESTOLAS Project.
New Scientist (11/13, Marks) reported Alexander
Gamaleyev at Riga Technical University and Dimitris
Drikakis at Cranfield University are developing a
cross between “an airplane, a blimp, a helicopter
and a hovercraft” for the European Commission’s
Extremely Short Take Off and Landing On Any
Surface (ESTOLAS) project. In order to launch and
land on “super-short runways,” the plane, which is now
undergoing feasibility tests, would be filled with helium
for extra lift. Because it could land on surfaces like
water or snow, Gamaleyev reportedly said it would be
“perfect” for accessing remote locations like Arctic oil
exploration sites. According to the article, Bill Brooks
of the Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) believes
“overcoming the drag created by the helium-containing
belly” is the biggest obstacle to development. Guy
Gratton, also of the RAeS, said that the concept is
feasible, but the question is economics. Ω

Pentagon Testing Office Finds Boeing P-8A May Not
Be Suitable For Some Missions. Bloomberg News
(1/24, Capaccio) reports that Michael Gilmore, chief
of the Pentagon testing office, found that “flaws”
in the Boeing P-8A sent to Japan make the plane
unsuitable for “hunting submarines or performing
reconnaissance over large areas.” The Navy plans to test
the aircraft, which the article notes may not be “ready
for deployment” despite the fact that the Navy declared
them ready for missions back in November. The office’s
report did note that the P-8A did have “significant
improvements in hardware reliability, maintainability
and availability” when compared to the P-3C Orion the
model is replacing. The Navy Times (1/28, Peck) also

Lockheed Martin laying off hundreds, closing Akron
facility. With the exception of the Akron Air Dock,
operations in Akron are planned to close by early
2015. Sites under consideration to transition the work
include Owego, N.Y., and Orlando, Florida. Plans are
expected to be finalized in early 2014. The site employs
approximately 600 employees and 500 positions will
be impacted. This action is expected to save millions
annually and reduce the company footprint by 677,000
square feet. Ω
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Congress included language in the NASA
Reauthorization Act of 2010 (P.L. 111-267) mandating
that the administration structure a National Space
Technology Plan that would span all federal agencies that
conduct, fund, and support research and development
programs and infrastructure related to space technology.
As part of the administration’s development process, the
Science and Technology Policy Institute (STPI) will
conduct a series of public listening sessions to collect
a sense of the aerospace community for this report
on behalf of the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP), so that OSTP can prepare
and vet a draft on, and roll out a final product over the
course of 24 months. Ω
Anyone care to guess how much of the “Aeronautics” in the
NASA will be part of this funding? – Ed.

Toyota unveils FCV-R hydrogen concept car.
At the 2014 Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas
Toyota showed what it hopes heralds the future of
motor transport: a tank of compressed hydrogen gas
and an electric drivetrain powered by a reaction between
hydrogen and oxygen whose byproduct is water vapor.
There are many challenges to mainstreaming hydrogen
fuel cell vehicles. Toyota says it has a handle on one of
them: price. It hasn’t released any details recently in that
regard except to say that it has managed to reel in costs
by utilizing many components it has already developed.
Early last year, Chris Hostetter, head of Toyota USA
strategic planning, told Automotive News the car
would cost from $50,000-plus to as much as six figures,
meaning the rolled-out FCV-R could be priced around
the same as the Tesla Model S. Ω

MBARI chooses Helikite Aerostats for Improved Communication
Offshore communication and data transfer challenges has lead Monterey Bay Aquarium and Research
Institute, known to NAA from its roles in expeditions to the USS Macon resting place, to look to
aerostats for help. Iridium satellite data transfer is slow, narrow and available only about half the time
needed. Directional antennas are impractical for small vehicles; besides, one just needs to get high
enough to avoid the sea surface scattering and refraction effects that kills radio range from ships. Enter
the Helikite which (according to the Allsopp website) is a patented combination of a helium balloon and
kite. “Helikite aerostats overcome the shortfalls of normal tethered balloons, UAV’s blimps and kites.”
MBARI is developing a smaller Helikite, 3.3 cu. meter, than the 11 cu. meter shown in this unrelated
test of the Maritime Robotics “OceanEye” surveillance system. – report complied with the help of Chris
Grech
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Old Style Flying – No Destination – No ETA - Zero Air
Speed – but Lots of Fun!
by Peter Cuneo
I haven’t done the research to prove it, but I feel
confident in claiming that few folks can attend their
50th high school reunion bearing the news that they
have just won the national championship in the open
class of their chosen sport. Barbara Fricke, Albuquerque
Chapter 99’s member and former chair, did arrive
in Perryville, MO, to attend her St. Vincent’s High
reunion fresh from competing in the 18th Annual
America’s Challenge Gas Balloon competition.

ballast, understand the weather because these aircraft
are zero airspeed contraptions and rely on the wind for
locomotion and finally, be patient and plan ahead, it’s
can be a long time from launch to touchdown.
This year’s launch window opened in Albuquerque,
NM on Saturday afternoon, October 5th but the actual
launch was delayed until 1815 MDT on Sunday,
October 6th. Forecast trajectories for a Saturday launch
would have headed the balloons towards the restricted
areas surrounding White Sands Missile Range and
would have made for a very short competition. Things
looked much better on Sunday as a high pressure
system had moved into the area and winds were now
more westerly. After launch, all the balloons moved
very slowly towards the east northeast. And while this
event doesn’t sound like much of a spectator sport, the
on board trackers relayed real time location for each
of the balloons back to the event’s website (http://
balloonfiesta.com/GasTracking/2013/) and caused a
large and addicted group of fans to lose much sleep
watching for updates during the competition.
Based on the strategy developed with team
meteorologist Don Day of Day Weather, Inc, Team
Foxtrot Charlie, with Barbara at the helm, hit their
desired first waypoint near the north east corner of
New Mexico after 24 hours airborne, at sunset on
Monday. Foxtrot Charlie was in last place at this
point, but all was going according to plan. The very
slow first day was followed by a fast and low second
night riding a phenomenon known as the Low Level
Nocturnal Jet that developed heading north on the
east side of the Rocky Mountains. Flying at 1,000 ft.
AGL at speeds of 40 mph at 0100 Tuesday morning,
under a new moon (read - no moon) keeps one awake
and focused. At this altitude, in mountainous terrain,
an unexpected orographic wind can bring the aircraft
down to the surface in a hurry. The speed was helping
Foxtrot Charlie’s position in the race, but since all of
the other balloons had also found the “jet” and were
picking up speed, things were starting to get exciting.
About 0300 Tuesday, a satellite phone conversation
with Don prompted a change in strategy. Though, the
low level jet provided the fastest winds, its direction
was taking the balloons north and, projecting this track
30 hours into the future forecast a landing in a very
uninhabited part of Canada northwest of Winnipeg.

Here’s how this competition works. First, fill a
1,000 cubic meter balloon envelope with hydrogen
(or formerly helium when it was affordable), hook
it up to a 4x5 foot open basket; fill the basket with
oxygen tank, a transponder, a nine watt aircraft radio,
a satellite phone, 40 amp-hours worth of batteries, a
solar panel, several GPS’s, an altimeter/variometer, a
laser range finder, a night vision monocle, food and
water and plenty of warm clothes, a cot for sleeping,
an ELT and other emergency equipment, enough US
sectionals to cover all of the country east of the Rockies
and a recording tracker for real time position reporting.
Then add two souls on board and about a half ton of
sand ballast hung around the outside of the basket in
25 pound sacks (oh, and a primitive porta-potty). Now
wait for the launch signal. On cue, this overloaded
assembly is walked to the ceremonial launch platform
and, while the National Anthem is being played, the
launchmeister removes three or four sand bags and the
balloon is airborne and headed off into the night.
The rules are pretty simple. Fly as far as you can from
launch to first landing (great circle distance). Don’t
land in Mexico or on water. Don’t violate anything
in the FAR’s and don’t break any other laws. If you
go further than the other competitors, you win. The
concept for this type of competition goes back to the
first Coupe Aeronautique Gordon Bennett, launched
in 1906 from Paris, France, and won by an American
team, but folks have been flying gas balloons long before
1906. The first gas balloon flight was conducted by the
Jacques Charles and the Robert brothers of France in
1783. Then as now, the keys to a long flight are, keep
everything as light as possible so you can carry more
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Don’s idea was to go higher and slow up somewhat,
thus letting several balloons pass us. The upside to this
maneuver was a more easterly track that should place
Foxtrot Charlie in a relatively more inhabited part of
either the Upper Peninsula of Michigan or near Sault
Sainte Marie, Ontario sometime in the next 30 hours.
While two teams did surpass Foxtrot Charlie during
remained of the night, this strategy did turn the track
more easterly, heading it directly toward Duluth, MN
and the western tip of Lake Superior.

The Canadian border runs east west down the
middle of Lake Superior, so entry into Canada would
happen while over the lake. Prior to entry, radio
contact was transferred to Winnipeg Center; the
proper electronic Advance Passenger Information
Service (eAPIS – required as of May 2009 for all
aircraft departing the U.S.) manifest was filed with US
Customs by the Competition Command Center back
in Albuquerque and Canadian Customs was contacted
(1-800 CANPASS) to request a “non-standard port of
entry.” That pretty much means, “We coming in, but
we probably won’t be landing at an airport and please
feel free to come out and inspect us wherever we do
land, if you so desire.” Here comes Foxtrot Charlie!

Just before sunset on Tuesday, the event website
broadcast the news that one of the leading teams
had chosen to land rather than challenge the wilds
of Manitoba, Canada. A critical decision point now
loomed for Team Foxtrot Charlie – land before sunset,
or commit to a night flight over Lake Superior with a
landing at first light east of Thunder Bay on Wednesday.
The terrain in this part of Canada was no picnic, mostly
forests and lakes, but the trans-Canadian highway
would provide decent access for recovery and possibly
just a bit of open terrain to glide down into. Now
might be a good time to mention that two of the team’s
closest friends had left Albuquerque, NM in the retrieve
vehicle on Monday and were valiantly trying to work
their way close to the, as yet unknown, landing location
of Foxtrot Charlie. Quite a tricky task. Still battling one
other team for greatest distance, the team chose to fly
on into the third night. Two hours later, the news came
through that the only other competitor had chosen to
land at last light and was in the lead by a slim seven
miles. Foxtrot Charlie was currently in third place, but
a successful Wednesday morning landing, should cure
that problem. The goal was now paradoxically, to find
slower winds, to limit the penetration into the wilds of
Canada by sunrise and to avoid a nighttime landing at
all costs. While her partner slept, Barbara headed out
over the lake at 50 mph, searching the lower altitudes
for slower winds. Four hours later, when she handed
over the controls to her co-pilot and went to sleep, she
had the speed down to a consistent 30 mph and the
projected landing zone seemed to be more inviting.
First light, Wednesday morning, after a total of eight
hours over Lake Superior, brought the team to landfall
(but not yet a landing) at the north east edge of the
lake. Tall trees, many lakes and few roads stretched out
below, but the Trans Canadian Highway beckoned for
a landing within about 75 miles.

The final landing site was six miles north of the
paved road, near a well travelled, dirt logging road and
near the tiny town of White River, Ontario. No brakes
on this aircraft, so the landing technique involved
bouncing thru trees to slow up, skimming through
some standing water while deploying a 150 foot long
40 pound hemp rope, and finally coming to rest on a
narrow dry patch of ground with about 150 yards of
forest between the balloon and the logging road. Four
hours later, after acquiring the help of several stalwart
locals with a chain saw, and the arrival of the chase
truck, all was packed up onto the truck, which was
now headed towards Thunder Bay for the first night
in a real bed since Saturday. Canadian Customs never
showed. The next morning, after a discussion with a
somewhat curious US Customs agent, a mere 30 hour
drive progressed back towards Albuquerque, arriving at
noon on Friday.
After a celebratory party at home that evening,
Barbara was on a plane Saturday morning to her reunion
in St. Louis with a story to tell her classmates and the
following statistics in the books. Foxtrot Charlie’s flight
lasted 60 hours, 25 minutes, covered 1,429 miles and
beat the second place team by 461 miles. This was the
team’s third victory in the competition (2001 and 2010
previously.) As her longtime co-pilot, I can vouch for
the fact that while experience may help, this is no sport
for aged couch potatoes. Ω
Note: Barbara Fricke is a certified flight instructor for
hot air and gas balloons and holds a single engine land
private airplane certificate.
- Please turn to the inside back cover for photo.
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Media Watch

Our member Marc J. Frattasio published an article
about ZP-11 and is history at South Weymouth in
PLANESIDE, Newsletter of the Maritime Patrol
Association. Ω

To: Ms. Lauren Armstrong,
Editor, FRA Today, 125 N. West
Street, Alexandria, VA 223142754
Madam Ed., your Feb. cover
story “Lighter Than Air – Tough
As Nails” was a most welcome
and definitive treatment of a
subject usually neglected or
disrespected by the mainstream
media. Speaking for the Naval Airship Association, a
hearty “Bravo-Zulu” to you and the FRA Today team.
Please accept this copy of our current magazine as a
token of our appreciation.
Shipmate Al Grappone has also been an NAA member
for years, but we have somehow missed your shipmate
Bill Allen. I am enclosing a second issue for him. If you
would be so kind as to send it along to him, his other
former LTA comrades would love to hear from him.
Your research uncovered a photo we hadn’t seen before
(and we’ve seen a lot). Is there any additional information
about the page 22 photo, possibly from the owner? We
can’t quite make out the K-number but clearly the ship is
disarmed. Perhaps this was one of several that were being
re-configured into the pure rescue role toward the end
of WWII. We’ll be sure to mention your achievement in
our next issue. Again congratulations on a great work,
and with best wishes, I remain,
   Yours sincerely, R G Van Treuren, Ed., TNB Ω

Our member Francisco A. González Redondo
published two articles on the History of Airships, in the
Spanish language. Ω
An episode of H2’s BIG HISTORY briefly dealt with
the LZ-129 fire as part of an elemental discussion. A
crude animation of the ship was shown as the voice-over
described how it left “Berlin.” Then a bolt of electricity is
shown discharging from the ship’s side to a rendering of
the USS Akron’s mast, not even the larger Wellman mast
that was to be used. Of course, there is an explosion! Ω
Hindenburg partial replica is highlight of Zeppelin
Museum in Germany (excerpt)
     By Karl Zimmermann, LA TIMES
…the Zeppelin Museum, in the former Hafenbahnhof, or
Harbor Railway Station, a striking Bauhaus-style building
completed in 1933 in Friedrichshafen, the birthplace of
the zeppelin. The museum is chockablock with zeppelin
memorabilia, but its centerpiece and what drew my wife,
Laurel, and me here in October, is this full-size replica
of the starboard section of the Hindenburg that’s more
than 100 feet long. It was created from photographs and
original plans, using, in part, original tools. Familiar as
I was with Hindenburg history — my father had been a
passenger on one of its eastbound flights to Germany —
entering these re-created spaces was a revelation. Ω

FRA article is available online at: http://www.
fra.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=FRA_
Publications&TEMPLATE=/CM/ContentDisplay.
cfm&CONTENTID=15940

Several magazine and newspaper articles gave ink
to the AEROS project (our 100th issue cover story),
including a multi-page spread in Popular Mechanics. This
is the IEEE Spectrum
magazine,
December
2013.
AEROSPACE
AMERICA gave the
latest
plans/claims
from AEROS nearly a
full page in their Feb.
2014 issue. CNN’s Can
airships
revolutionize
transportation in world’s
harshest environments?
said AEROS signed with
Icelandair Cargo. Ω

A new Season 4 episode of the PBS series “The
Aviators” was all about Goodyear Airship Operations,
with lots of info and video of the Goodyear/ Zep NT
airships they are building. Ω
Buck O’Connor had contacted the VW Club of
America (of which Ed. is a member-contributor) to tell
of his children’s TV show for PBS/KET featuring “Tank,”
a 1978 Champaign Edition micro bus, and a “girlfriend,
Sunny, a 1979 Westfalia.”
http//www.youtube.com/watch?v=qK2ynccD5PU
is their introduction and it will lead you to their LTA
episode, “How To Park A Blimp.” Ω
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“ZEPPELIN TERROR ATTACK” Produced by
the David H. Koch Fund for Science for NOVA
Reviewed by C. P. Hall II
The major problem with this program is that it is
mis-titled. The title should read, “The Evolution of the
British Response (1914 – 1916) to Zeppelin Terror
Attack.” My title may seem a bit unwieldy; however,
once you grasp what the principals are trying to do, you
realize that they do it rather well.
The Zeppelin threat is a homogenized as German
Naval Zeppelins, led by Frigattenkapitan Peter Strasser,
are out to break the stalemate of trench warfare by
bombing Britain into surrender. Further comments will
follow.

The second demonstration is superior to any
demonstration in any other program (about Hindenburg
disaster) that I have reviewed in recent issues of NOON
BALLOON. A good picture is worth 1,000 words!
After the Zeppelin raids on London become a
somewhat regular occurrence, there is a demand for more
effective defensive measures. Search lights are installed.
Modern anti-aircraft guns are brought back from the
front in France. Landing fields are established and fighter
squadrons installed. Night flying proves very dangerous
and standard machinegun ammunition is ineffective.
The phosphorous-filled Buckingham bullet is initially
ineffective; however, when intermixed with explosive
bullets which allow oxygen to contaminate the hydrogen,
the result is devastating.

The potential threat is described in some detail.
The primary scholar reviewing this history is Dr.
Hugh Hunt of Cambridge University. There is a brief
description of the history of Zeppelins and the structure
and size of these craft. The bombs are discussed with
emphasis on incendiaries. The only remaining example
of a Zeppelin-dropped incendiary is brought out and
examined by x-ray. A duplicate is manufactured and
detonated in a mock up bedroom demonstrating the
potential effectiveness of this weapon against cities.
The problems of locating and attacking a Zeppelin
raider during a night raid are discussed and the
evolution of solutions is itemized. It is observed that
a Zeppelin is a huge target filled with flammable
hydrogen which, none-the-less proves difficult to bring
down. Two demonstrations on an outdoor test range are
enlightening. Compressed hydrogen is blown through
soapy water creating hydrogen-filled foam bubbles.
A young man is invited to take a handful of bubbles
which are ignited with a cigarette lighter. The hydrogen
flares demonstrating flammability. Next an electric
heating element is placed in a polyethylene bag. The
bag is inflated with pure hydrogen. The power is turned
on, the temperature of the heating element exceeds
1,000 degrees F. but the hydrogen does not ignite. Two
bullets are fired into the bag. The holes allow oxygen to
enter and the hydrogen/oxygen blend is ignited by the
heating element. The first demonstration shows that
hydrogen is flammable and that there is no place for
tom-foolery on a test range. Fortunately, nothing was
lost but knuckle hair.

Loading a mixture of these ammunitions into
the ammunition drum of a Lewis Machinegun is
demonstrated by actors. A replica of a BE-2C airplane
is wheeled out and a flight is made to demonstrate
the potentials of the aircraft. It is dramatized that on
September 3, 1916, at 11 PM, Royal Flying Corps
pilot 2nd Lieutenant William Leefe Robinson takes off
to look for Zeppelins over London. He approaches one
caught in the glare of searchlights. He opens fire and his
target catches on fire, plunging to earth in flames, while
Londoners cheer. The Zeppelin threat is defeated and it
is noted that Peter Strasser dies in a final Zeppelin raid,
shot down before he could reach the British coast, in
August 1918.
This is the good news. It is a story well told and illustrated
with informative examples and demonstrations; so far, so
good.
The bad news is that, in order to tell this story in
the time allotted, ‘the Zeppelin story’ during the war is
dumbed down. In the beginning there is the customary
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genuflection to “a man called Count Zeppelin” and his
pre-war tribulations. The war begins; only German Naval
Zeppelins under Peter Strasser are mentioned? Strasser is
portrayed by an actor as a true-believer who speaks of
inflicting horrors on the civilian population, as all are
now combatants, which will bring a German victory.
There are computer-generated illustrations of Zeppelins
in flight. They are of good quality but limited to the L-10
class of 1915 vintage Zeppelins (Reflecting the program,
I shall use naval, rather than builder’s, designations). Even
when describing an L-30 class (1916) example, “650 feet
long with 19 gas cells” the illustration is of an L-10 type.
LZ-38 is mentioned as the first Zeppelin to arrive over
London; but not that it was a German Army Zeppelin.
Lieutenant Robinson brings one down in flames over
London; but not that it was a German Army SchutteLanz airship, the SL-11, that he brought down.
The well-known Howard Hughes footage from “Hell’s
Angels” is used sparingly and is correctly noted as such.
It is used to emphasize the sub-cloud car which Ernst
Lehmann developed and used with little success in
German Army airships. Howard Hughes was historically
incorrect to put a sub-cloud car into L-32. Finally, Peter
Strasser is seen leading the last raid in 1918. The actor’s
face is visible through the window of a darkened control
car. The view changes to one from afar and we are back
to the computer generated footage of an L-10 class (1915
vintage) Zeppelin for one final time.
The story of British anti-Zeppelin weapons and tactics
development is interesting and well-told despite the title
of the program. The development of the Zeppelin as a
fighting machine during the First World War, which
stimulated these British efforts, is even more interesting
and remains to be told. Now whoever takes on that
project will have to think up a different title.
As I do not watch either Fox News, or MSNBC, (I
know of both because I do watch “Saturday Night Live”)
I had to Google the “David H. Koch Fund for Science”
to ascertain if full disclosure demands mention that this
“fund” is related to the politically active Koch Brothers.
There is connection and, judging from Google, a lot of
people - pro and con - care. Regardless, the “fund for
science” has presented a more informative program,
about the actual subject matter covered, than any of the
recent spate of television programs “revealing the truth
about the Hindenburg disaster.” Based upon this example,
I’d rather work with Mr. Koch’s fund! Ω
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The Historians’ Letters (Part III)
By Roy D. Schickedanz

Friedrichshafen
Pilgrimage:
“The old ladies,
wearing black, come
down to the shores
of the Bodensee
bringing crust of
bread for gulls and
ducks. Here in this old eyrie of the Zeppelins dwell
many widows, whose memories can be rekindled by the
sound of an airplane engine, or even by placid sight of
the blue lake waters themselves.” - A. A. Hoehling.
I was asked where I would like to go for Advance
Individual Training. I replied Germany, hoping to explore
the airship story and possibly visit Friedrichshafen. The
Drill Instructor didn’t see any problem. In January 1967,
I headed for Friedrichshafen, taking the train from
Darmstadt. German trains heading south pass through
Stuttgart, where Count Zeppelin is buried. It was early
morning when I got off the train, leaving me wondering
what to do at such early hour, and not knowing where
Zeppelin was at. Lucky, there was city map outside the
train station. It was very cold, nonetheless I walked
to the museum and then to Bodensee, seeing a ferry
coming across one could easily the snow cover Alps
on the other side. When the museum opened I found
myself climbing to the fourth floor dedicated to the
Zeppelin story. At the top of the stairs you were met
by three large paintings of Graf Zeppelin, the largest,
flanked by Dr. Durr and Dr. Hugo Eckener. The exhibits
of artifacts, models, photographs showed the triumph of
the technology, against failure. The Hindenburg was, no
doubt, where the Germans saw commercial rigid airship
as its finest hour. I was able to talk a British young man
and older gentlemen who worked for the Maybach
Company. Thanks to the British lad I was able to ask
questions of the Maybach employee.
After while, I head back to the train station, where I
found a beautiful model of LZ-131 Graf Zeppelin II on
display along with rare photographs of zeppelins which
I have never seen. I wrote another letter to Alfred Weber
on June 29th. His July 13th letter was his reply:
(continued on next page)

“Many thanks for your interest letter from June 29. I
please to excuse that I was not answering to now. First
had many work in my business and second I was waiting
for an answer from Captain Schiller but-sorry-he didn’t
write till now. It was very interest to hear that you are in
our nearest neighborhood-at Darmstadt-and I hope to
see you next time.

airship. Fotos of the airship HINDENBURG and GRAF
ZEPPELIN I and II have and I hope to be able to give
you if you are at Karlsruhe. Following I give you some
addresses of living airship-pioneer:
-Ing. Heinrich Bauer, 7759 Immenstaad (Bodensee)
Seestrasse Ost 6 (airship Leader)
-Oberingenieur Karl Beuerle, 4500 Osnabruck-Nahne,
Hohenwegg 22 (engineer of airship HINDENBURG)
-Jonny Doerflein, 7990 Friedrichshafen, Karlstrasse 22
(crewman of LZ HINDENBURG)
-Heinrich Heck, 6078 Zeppelinheim (near Darmstadt and
Rhine-Main Airport) Ludwig-Deurrstrasse 2
-Heinrich Kubis, 8900 Augsburg, Ritter-von-Steiner Str. 6b
(Chief steward of LZ HINDENBURG, airship steward
-Karl Roesch, 799 Friedrichshafen, Burgstrasse 30 (engineer,
working on the landing-bases)
-Albert Sammet, 6000 Frankfurt a. M.-Niederrad,
Neuwiesenstrasse 25 (Captain of GRAF ZEPPLEIN II)
-Hans von Schiller, 7768 (Baden), Osterholzweg Haus Anna
1 (Captain of GRAF ZEPPELIN I)
-Anton Witteman, 6078 New Isenburg (near Darmstadt)

Russian Chapel given to Darmstadt, marrying a German Princess

Some of these are 80 or more. Now I please once more
to excuse my long silence. I hope to hear again from you.
The way via New York is a long one.”

The weekends in July are not free-the next was have
the visit of Wolfgang von Zeppelin’s family, the last (2830. July) Miss Isa von Brandenstein (the grand-daughter
of the Count Zeppelin) will be at Karlsruhe and on the
23rd I have to write a manuscript for the South German
Broadcast at Stuttgart. But in August I’m free till now.
On September 10th, a Sunday, at Karlsruhe will start
about 30 Fee Balloons for the German National Free
Balloon Race. Perhaps you have a possibility to come to
Karlsruhe on this day.
From August 7th to
August 15th the only
blimp in Europe, an
advertising airship and
former Navy Blimp
from U S Navy, an
L-type will be located
at Egelsbach, a little
airport in the north of
Darmstadt.

Below: The airship mentioned, the ex-L-19,
with former NAA Pres. Lou Prost, who oversaw her
hydrogen inflation and taught Charlie Probst to fly
her for 10 years of safe European operations. Proving,
like the Graf Zeppelin, luck is just as important as
anything else.

The manager of
the airship is a Mr.
Vogtschmidt. I shall
write him and if you
say him greetings of
mine I hope you have
the possibility to take
a short trip with the
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Walter Dee Ashe, 93,
passed on November
25, 2013. Walter was
born on Oct. 21, 1920,
in Kenton, Tenn. He
and Evaline Paseur
were married on Friday,
June 13, 1941. Leaving
college for the Navy,
their first station was
Pearl Harbor, which was
then attacked. He spent much of the first part of the war
in the Pacific on the Raleigh. Later he was assigned to War
College and went into lighter-than-air training as a blimp
pilot. A pilot during the Flying Wind Tunnel research,
Walter retired from the Navy in 1964. He worked at Univac,
and as a broker and commissioner. Walter is survived by
two children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. Ω
Clarence Roth, 94, passed
December 6, 2013. During
WWII he served as radioman
in the U.S. Navy at several
east coast blimp bases, but
mainly at Neuva Gerona,
Isle of Pines, Cuba. Clarence
married the love of his life,
Esther, at the end of WWII,
and they had three children
and five grandchildren.
He was also a benefactor
of the WWII memorial
in Washington, DC, and was able to visit the completed
memorial through the assistance of Honor Flights. Ω

Above: Postcard sent to Alfred Weber of Karlsrulhe
showing the original postwar Zeppelin Museum.
-To be continued

Ready Room
UK’s Airship Association is working on plans for a joint
airship conference with the German DGLR, with the
target date of Spring, 2015.

Black Blimp

Claude Makin, 89, passed
on December 13, 2013.
Born in 1924 in Grandview,
MO., he joined the Navy in
1943. Assigned LTA, he was
part of a crew that spotted a
U-boat. Transferred to Santa
Ana, he married the love
of his life, Carmen Moss.
Retiring from the Navy as
a LCDR in 1969, Claude
spent much of his life
working with elementary
school kids. Claude volunteered as a tour guide at Santa
Ana until the facility was closed. Claude is survived by four
children, grand and great-grandchildren. Ω

Norman L. Larson, 85, passed April 22, 2013. Norm
entered the Navy in 1945 and rose from seaman to
Naval Aviator, flying
airships and fixed wing,
leaving the Navy in 1959
but continuing to fly for
many years. Norm went
into the insurance and real
estate businesses, and was
active in the Masons and
Shrine. Norm is survived
by his wife Melba, of
61 years, two sons, a
daughter, grand- and
great-grandchildren. Ω
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Lighter Side

NEW MEMBERSHIP BROCHURE AVAILABLE
In issue 100 of The Noon Balloon, we inserted a copy
of the new NAA membership brochure. Copies of the
brochure are available free of charge to NAA members.
Send requests for the brochures to NAA Publisher
David Smith david.smith@ronsmith.com. You can also
request by mail to David Smith, 2425 S. Main Street,
Bloomington, IL 61704 or call (309) 827-8039.
Our Treasurer has requested we remind our members
that the brochure should be used for new member
recruitment and not for membership renewals.
Let’s use this brochure to get others to join us at the
Naval Airship Association.
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After years of research, scientists have discovered what
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Nothing. J
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March 21, 2010, to October 1, 2013, is 3 years, 6 months,
10 days. December 7, 1941, to May 8, 1945, is 3 years,
5 months, 1 day.

Seven wheelchair athletes have been banned from the
Paralympics after they tested positive for WD40. J

What this means is that in the time we were attacked
at Pearl Harbor to the day Germany surrendered is not
enough time for this progressive federal government
to build a working webpage. Mobilization of millions,
building tens of thousands of tanks, planes, jeeps, subs,
cruisers, destroyers, torpedoes, millions upon millions
of guns, bombs, ammo, etc. Turning the tide in North
Africa, Invading Italy, D-Day, Battle of the Bulge, Race to
Berlin - all while we were also fighting the Japanese in the
Pacific! And in that amount of time - this government
can’t build a working webpage. J
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ELECTION RESULTS
When you rearrange the letters
    LIES - LET’S RECOUNT

J

Giving ‘em the Gas, America’s Cup Challenge 2013, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Who stayed aloft the longest to
fly the furthest and win? Story begins on page 29. Photo from Peter Cuneo and Barbara Fricke. (Below) ABC News
reported on a group of French parachute-equipped daredevils who attempted to walk a tightrope between hot-air
balloons. None made it across but there were no injuries. Photo: Sebastien Montaz-Rosset Via VIMEO

Balloons returning to Hangar #1? See page 12 inside!

